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Video-on-Reservation (VoR) serves as an attractive service providing personalized multimedia
services over the networks. In such multimedia services, clients can view high resolution
videos at any time they prefer and have flexible controls of video playback. However, due to
the large size and the special requirements of multimedia documents/streams, it requires a
large number of network resources to offer personalized multimedia services. As the demand
for network-based multimedia services increases, how to reduce the service cost and how to
improve the Quality of Service (QoS) under the limitation of network resources have become
the main challenges. In this thesis, we present a distributed VoR system and carry out design,
analysis, and experimental verification of stream distribution strategies to provide network-
based multimedia services with the QoS guarantee.
The essential idea of VoR services is to manage the network resources according to client
preferred viewing times. In VoR services, requests are encouraged to be submitted earlier
in advance to the actual viewing times, so that the system can make a careful plan for the
resources management. This mechanism enables the system to improve the resource utilization
and to provide services with client-preferred QoS. We design a distributed multimedia system,
in which a pool of media servers are cooperative in transmitting and caching media streams to
serve requests according to the clients’ requirements. The objective is to maximize the percent
ix
of requests which can be successfully served and at the same time minimize the average service
cost per user.
When a group of destinations demand a certain media stream in the network, it is cost-efficient
to deliver the stream following a Steiner Tree. To provide a guaranteed QoS, generation of
multicast trees with end-to-end delay constraints is recommended to minimize the costs. Since
the issue in a generic form is NP-problem, we designed and analyzed source-based (SBS) or
destination-based (DBS) stream scheduling algorithms to obtain suboptimal solutions with
less time complexity. Both the two kinds of algorithms judiciously combine the concept of mul-
ticast routing and network caching, and the copies of multimedia documents are dynamically
cached in the network. With these algorithms, media servers are cooperative in distributing
media streams and the total services cost associated with both transmission cost and caching
cost can be reduced dramatically.
Furthermore, we study the issue of segmenting/partitioning media streams and caching streams
partially so as to improve the resource utilization. We propose a novel strategy, referred to
as Window-Assisted Video Partitioning strategy (WAVP), in which video partitions are deliv-
ered by adaptive schedule windows. In this strategy, a stream portion can be cached on the
servers either permanently or dynamically, and the cache duration is determined by its access
frequency, the time constraints, and the availability of network resource. This strategy can
be applied to our SBS and DBS algorithms to improve the performance further. We base our
design on mathematical analysis, and it is shown that this strategy can cooperate with the
transmission schemes to reduce the services cost and improve the system throughput.
Finally, we carry out experiments by implementing our algorithms on a Linux cluster to
examine their performance. The experimental results testify our theoretical analysis and
show that our proposed algorithms can indeed reduce the service cost, balance the workload
xand achieve a high acceptance ratio.
In conclusion, our research contribution in this thesis is to design and analyze cost-efficient
stream distribution strategies which enable a QoS guaranteed video service over the net-
works. We consider partitioning, caching and multicasting continues media streams among a
distributed multimedia system. Our work may provide efficient clues for multimedia service
providers to design the system economically and to optimize the service performance.
xi
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
With the advent of high-speed networking technology and the multimedia compression, var-
ious network-based multimedia services have been availed. Clients can download music,
send/receive multimedia emails, browse multimedia materials in e-library and enjoy high
quality movies on-line. Multimedia services are expected to be more reliable, more economi-
cal, and more personalized in the future.
Multimedia personalized services (MPSs) [1] are increasingly becoming promising technologies
to provide customized services to the subscribers. Clients connected to the multimedia servers
in the network can order a large amount of multimedia documents (MMDs) under this service
facility at any favorable times and with affordable prices. In addition, such services can
provide a complete flexibility in presentation by controlling the playback, i.e., clients can
alter the presentation by using Video Cassette Recorder (VCR)-like control facilities such as
rewind, fast-forward, pause, etc. However, rendering interactive media services via networks
is still a challenging task, not only due to the large size of video files, but also because of
the critical requirements to guarantee Quality of Services (QoS), e.g., delay, loss rate, jitter,
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etc., as distributing real-time media streams over networks. For example, in order to play a
high quality video stream for clients, the system needs to reserve sufficient server network-
I/O bandwidth; otherwise, clients may suffer from long access latency or degradation of the
playback resolution [2]. Furthermore, the characteristics of multimedia documents (e.g., the
temporal and spatial properties of media streams) [3, 4] are also important constraints that
significantly affect QoS. In this thesis, we consider developing a reservation-based multimedia
system which reserves network resources to offer personalized multimedia services under the
client preferred QoS.
Network-based multimedia applications immensely challenge the computing, storage, and
networking technologies. The mass demand for network-based multimedia services motivates
the researchers to design and implement a robust multimedia system to provide efficient and
salable multimedia services with QoS guarantee. Relative studies in the field of the multi-
media communication include multimedia compression and encoding, multimedia database
management, multimedia distribution, communication protocols, security, etc. In this the-
sis, we particularly focus on issues in multimedia distribution which involves transmission,
partitioning and caching of continuous media streams via networks.
1.1 Related Works
In recent years, researchers have proposed various approaches to deploy personated services on
large-scale multimedia systems. In the following section, we will expose the recent technologies
closely related to our studies.
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1.1.1 Multimedia personalized services
The concept of providing multimedia personalized services (MPSs) according to client pref-
erences was firstly mentioned in [1]. In the literature [1, 5], such MPSs are categorized
into two types: On-Demand service and On-Reservation service. The first one is popularly
referred to as Video-on-Demand (VoD) service scheme and the latter is referred to as Video-
on-Reservation (VoR) service scheme.
Video on Demand (VoD)
VoD is the basic technology to provide the media services such as digital video libraries,
distance learning, electronic commerce, etc. In VoD services, users can demand viewing any
video documents at any time by submitting requests to multimedia servers, and the playback
will almost begin at a client site instantaneously. Thus, the service is on-demand basis and
hence the name. Although there has been a considerable amount of research developed in the
field of VoD, the requirements of network resources, such as server bandwidth, cache space,
etc., are still very high. To provide True-VoD services (TVoD) [6] where users can watch any
movie at any time, with no access delay, and with full interactive VCR-like controls (e.g., fast
forward, backward, pause, resume, etc.), the system must reserve a dedicated channel on the
video servers for each request. Meanwhile, the resources (e.g., the network bandwidth, cache
space) on the distribution network need to be reserved for the entire playback duration. As
delivery of high quality videos requires a large amount of transmission bandwidth, the cost
of providing such TVoD services for a large number of users is prohibitive.
Another type of VoD service is called Near-VoD service (NVoD) [7], and it distributes videos
over multicast or broadcast channels to serve the requests which demand the same videos and
arrive close in time. Such technology has been successful in providing video services in local
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area networks, e.g., TV-programs in hotels. However, the limit network resources prevent
it from deployment on large-scale network environments. Much research [7, 8, 9, 10] has
been made to deploy NVoD services by minimizing the resource consumption. However, the
service cost of NVoD is reduced at the expense of fewer content choices and with limited or
no interactive VCR-controls. When the network resources are constrained in amount, many
issues such as long access delay, high loss rates and jitter (e.g., frame losing), still exist as
user demands increase.
Video on Reservation (VoR)
The idea of VoR [1, 5, 11, 12, 13] was proposed recently (since 1995) to provide guaranteed
services while managing the network resources (such as bandwidth, storage, cache capacity)
efficiently. VoR service expects that user requests for certain Multimedia Documents (MMDs)
(the index of MMDs, their preferred viewing times, or other requirements) are pooled in
advance so as to facilitate careful (optimal) planning of the available resources to provide a
cost-effective service.
With contrasts to VoD where typically the system thrives to minimize the user access delay,
VoR systems enable clients to view videos at the preferred times with guaranteed QoS and
they are able to manage network resources to provide services in a cost-effective manner. To
subscribe to view a video, a client can submit a request at an early time in advance to the
requested viewing time. Therefore, there would be a short interval between the time of request
submission and the requested viewing time. The system will manage network resources and
assure to serve the request under the requested viewing time. In this thesis, we consider
managing the network resources associated with both network bandwidth and cache space to
provide QoS guaranteed VoR services.
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1.1.2 Quality of Services (QoS) requirements
The limitation of network bandwidth and the fast increase of the users demand lead to
difficulties in carrying out high quality multimedia services via networks. From the service
provider’s view, maximizing the system throughput while efficiently utilizing the available
network resources is of the most importance. However, if the system admits too many requests,
clients may suffer from the degradation of performance, e.g., long access latency, jitter, etc.,
which is not friendly to the end users. For example, if the access latency is too long, clients
may not be patient of waiting and cancel the service, which may result in a waste of resources
and failure of providing services for other users. Therefore, it is necessary to take measures
to provide services under QoS guaranteed.
The current Internet architecture offers a simple point-to-point best effort service. To deliver
media data with appropriate QoS, it requires a feasible and efficient QoS management which
is beyond the best effort traffic model and suitable for the multimedia traffic. The multimedia
traffic, either constant bit-rate (CBR) or variable bit-rate (VBR), is formed by media streams
compressed from audio and/or video. Typically, it is not only delay-sensitive but also bursty
and long-range dependent [14]. Serval models such as Markov modulated process models
[15], Fractional Brownian motion model [16], Hybrid Bounding Interval Dependent (H-BIND)
model [17], M/Pareto distribution model [18], Self-similar traffic model [19], and MPEG coded
video traffic models [20], etc., have been proposed to capture the statistical characteristics
of the aggregate and heterogeneous multimedia traffic. The objective is to set up a better
deterministic traffic model so as to improve the efficiency of QoS management.
The parameters of QoS requirement for supporting network-based multimedia services can
be grouped into two classes: network-level QoS and application-level QoS. The network-level
QoS criteria [21] can be parameterized as transmission bit rate, delay, delay variation (jitter),
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Table 1.1: Five Categories of QoS Parameters.
Category Example Parameters
Performance-oriented End-to-end delay, bit rate
Format-oriented Video resolution, frame rate, storage format, com-
pression scheme
Synchronization-oriented Skew between the beginning of audio and video se-
quences
Cost-oriented Connection charges, data transmission charges,
copyright fees
User-oriented Subjective image and sound quality
loss, error rates, etc. IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) has proposed several promising
models such as Intserv (Integrated Service model) [22] and Diffserv (Differentiated Service
model) [23], for supporting multimedia traffic over IP network. The essence of IntServ is to
reserve resources (link bandwidth and buffer space) for each individual flow so that the service
quality can be guaranteed if needed. DiffServ does not maintain per flow state or per hop
signaling, while it divides traffic into different classes and gives them differentiated treatment
so as to provide scalable service. On the other hand, application-level QoS is designed to
describe the varying requirements imposed by the specific application. As defined in ITU-
T Recommendation E.800 that “quality of service is collective effect of service performance
which determines the degree of satisfaction of a user of the service”, QoS is also specified by
different applications. That is different applications may have different application-level QoS
requirements. In [24], QoS parameters are categorized into five groups as listed in Table 1.1.
A variety of QoS management architectures and technologies [25, 26] have been investigated
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to provide the desired QoS for the applications having divergent needs. The mechanism of
QoS management includes connection acceptance, negotiation of the QoS, congestion control,
traffic enforcement, and resource allocation [27]. In [28], Berson et al. depicted ways to re-
serve network resources for multimedia services. The real time protocols such as Resource
Reservation Protocol (RSVP) [29], Real-time transport protocol (RTP) [30], Real-Time Con-
trol Protocol (RTCP) [31], and Real-Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) [32] support network
resource management for multimedia applications over the Internet. Yuan et al. [33] designed
and analyzed heuristic routing algorithms to set up multi-constrained paths (e.g., time and
resources constrained) for multimedia streams. Cidon et al. [34] suggested multiple-path
routing to implement resource reservation along several routes in parallel. In [25], Hong et al.
proposed a QoS framework to map QoS parameters in different QoS levels (e.g., mapping the
application-level QoS to network-level QoS) on the current Internet. Although many studies
have been made, the issue of QoS management for multimedia services over the Internet, due
to its complexity, is still open yet.
1.1.3 Continuous media streaming
Media data can be in a variety of formats such as text, images, audio, video. As exemplified in
the literature [35], media data can be classified into two types: non-continuous and continuous.
Non-continuous media (e.g., text, graphics) is time independent or “discrete”. On the other
hand, continuous media (e.g., video, animation, audio) contains large quantities of time-
dependent data elements, which require timely processing and delivery.
As a majority of media data is large in size, they need compression before they are sent to the
networks. Multimedia encoding techniques [3, 4] (for the need of compression, security, etc.),
such as temporal encoding, and spatial encoding, are employed to facilitate QoS support for
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media transmission over networks. The algorithms or schemes that does media compression
and decompression are referred to as codec. MPEG, Indeo and Cinepak are popular examples
which are available from the Internet.
To provide network-based media services, there are two major types of media [36]: streaming
and non-streaming. Non-streaming media need to be downloaded entirely before they can be
played (e.g., MP3 is an example for audio). However, it may take a long time to download
a large-sized video, which is impractical for widespread acceptance. Streaming media en-
ables a download-and-play approach, which means streaming videos can be played before
the download is completed. Typically, videos are compressed and sent over the network by
the sender, and they are decompressed for displaying by the software on the receiver’s site.
Companies like Real Networks, Microsoft and Apple have provided a variety of tools (e.g.,
RealPlayer, Windows Media player, QuickTime, ShockWave, Video for Window, Flash) to
support streaming videos over internet.
In this thesis, we will indistinguishably use “multimedia documents”, “media streams”, “video
streams”, “streaming videos” and “videos” to refer to continuous streaming media. Our
research focuses on distributing continuous streaming videos over the networks.
1.1.4 Stream distribution based on a central server system
In multimedia systems, streams are despatched from a server or servers to clients through
the network. The simplest technology is to unicast streams to clients by allocating dedicate
resources (e.g., server channel) for each individual request session. Obviously, this method is
costly and not scalable. To save the server network I/O bandwidth and improve the system
capacities, IP-based multicast approaches were proposed. In such a multicast approach (e.g.,
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batching, patching, merging, periodical broadcasting), multiple requests share a video stream
via the network, thereby the required server network I/O bandwidth can be reduced. Most
of those schemes rely on the technology of IP multicasting.
Multicast schemes can be categorized into two types: Push and Pull. In Push-based schemes,
the server multicast streams periodically on the multicast channels and clients receive their
video streams from the appreciate multicate channels. Examples of push-based approaches are
periodical broadcasting schemes [37, 38, 39]. As the server bandwidth required by periodical
broadcasting is constant and irrelative to the request rate, these strategies are much efficient
for videos with high request rates. On the other hand, in Pull-based scheme, clients submit
requests to servers and servers transmit video streams for the requests. For example, when
there is available bandwidth, the server will determine which videos to multicast according
to the collected requests to optimize the system performance. In [40, 41, 42], pull-based
approaches such as baching, stream merging, patching were proposed. Those schemes are
efficient for heterogenous videos with different popularity and they are flexible in dealing
with bursts of request arrival or rapid changes of request arrive pattern. We will present the
relevant studies on these multicast schemes.
Batching [40, 43, 44, 45]. In batching schemes, requests demanding a same video are grouped
together and served by a common multicast channel. The main advantage of batching lies in
the simplicity. However, the limitation is that it introduces access latency and cannot support
interactive controls. The earlier queued requests are forced to wait for a certain time interval
until the open of channel. Batching can be done either with respect to time (batching-by-
timeout) or with respect to the number of users (batching-by-size) [43]. The first one batches
requests with a time window, while the latter batches requests into groups of a certain size.
When the number of server channels is constrained, the scheduling schemes (e.g., FCFS, MQL,
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MFL) determines which video will be multicast first. In the scheme of first-come-first-serve
(FCFS) [40], the oldest request with the longest waiting time is served first. In maximum-
queue-length-first (MQL) [44], the available channel is allocated to the batch of requests with
the longest queue. The scheme of MQL thrives to maximize the system throughput, but it
is unfair for the requests demanding less popular videos. To improve the fairness of videos
of different popularity, the scheme of maximum-factored-queue-length (MFL) [45] serves the
batch first with the highest weight qi/
√
fi, which is the ratio of the queue length qi to the
root of the average request rate of i-th video fi.
Stream merging [41, 46, 47, 48]. Stream merging schemes reduce the bandwidth con-
sumption by merging multiple adjacent streams of a same video. One method of merging is
called piggybacking [41], which slows down the playback of leading streams and/or speeds up
the playback of lagging streams. Another merging strategy is to delay the streams through
displaying some filler materials such as previews [46]. Optimal/heuristic stream merging algo-
rithms are investigated in [47] to minimize the total I/O consumption for a pool of requests.
In [48], the implementation details of merging are provided.
Patching [42, 9, 49]. In the patching schemes, the request with later arrival time caches the
current stream and receives the missed patch from another channel. After the playback of the
patch, the cached stream is played immediately. Therefore, patching assumes available cache
space on the clients’ local storage. In [42], the authors derived an optimal patching window,
after which it is more bandwidth efficient to start a new stream rather than send the patch. In
[9], the authors studied the size of the patching window with consideration of the client cache
space, and proposed a threshold-based patching scheme to minimize the server bandwidth. To
implement patching, clients are required to receive multiple streams simultaneously, which
increases the implementation difficulty. In [49], a double-patching scheme is proposed to
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manage the server channels while clients need to receive no more than two streams at any
given time.
Periodic multicasting/broadcasting [37, 38, 39, 50, 51, 52]. The basic idea of peri-
odic multicasting/broadcasting is to multicast videos or video segments on different channels
periodically to reduce the bandwidth consumption. The simplest broadcasting protocol is
staggered broadcasting [37], which staggers the starting time of a video uniformly on different
channels and the access latency is due to the staggering interval. To reduce the access la-
tency, many segmentation-based broadcasting schemes were proposed. For instance, pyramid
broadcasting [38], permutation-based pyramid broadcasting [39], skyscraper broadcasting [50],
fast broadcasting [51], etc. In those broadcasting schemes, videos are partitioned into several
segments and clients switch among multicast channels to view continuous video streams. The
worst access delay introduced by those broadcasting schemes is due to the size of the first
segment, so the size of the first segment is reduced as much as possible. In [52], the authors
proposed a dynamic broadcasting protocol, which differs from common broadcasting protocols
by keeping track of user requests. When there are fewer users, some segment transmissions
are skipped.
Hybrid streaming schemes. Technologies which combine different multicast strategies
[53, 54, 55, 56, 57] have been proposed to achieve a better performance. In [53], Kim et
al. proposed to combine batching and piggybacking, and derived optimal cache-up window to
minimize the bandwidth consumption. In [54], batching is combined with patching to improve
the performance in terms of both lower bandwidth consumption and less access latency.
In [55], a method of combining unicasting, patching, staggered broadcasting, and stream-
bundling broadcasting was proposed to deliver videos of various popularity. Lee [56] analyzed
the combination of unicasting, patching, staggered broadcasting and designed the admission
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mechanisms to cooperate video delivery. Poon et al. [57] considered the combination of
unicasting, bridging, and staggered broadcasting to minimize the reneging probability.
1.1.5 Stream distribution based on a multi-server system
In a single-server system, videos are delivered from a remote central repository through the
network to the client sites. Such a signal-server system suffers from poor scalability, low
throughput, and long service delay, which motivate us to deploy scalable multimedia systems
comprising a cluster of media servers. A multi-server system can aggregate the capacity and
bandwidth of multiple servers [58] to provide cost-efficient scalable performances. Existing
technologies that retrieve media from multiple servers can be categorized into three groups:
proxy servers approach, parallel servers approach, and cooperative server scheduling approach.
Proxy servers approach (or called stand-alone proxy server approach). To improve the
performance of single-server systems, local servers are added on the edges of the network
[59]. These local servers can cache popular streams (videos or video segments) in their local
storage so as to localize the network traffic and reduce the access latency. Once a requested
stream is not cached on the local server, it is delivered from the remote server to the client.
These local servers are called proxy servers, and the remote server is often referred to as origin
server. Typically, origin server stores the video streams as archives, while the local proxy can
only cache streams or stream potions temporally due to limited cache capacity. Thereby, each
request is served either by its local proxy or the remote origin server. Sometimes this approach
is called “stand-alone” proxy server approach, because in this approach, proxy servers are
much passive comparing to in the latter two approaches where servers are cooperative in
transmitting and caching streams for serving the requests.
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Parallel servers approach (or called clustered servers or server arrays approach). A parallel
server system consists of a cluster of media servers which can process requests, cache or
transmit streams independently. Unlike the proxy server system where only the local proxy
server and the origin serve are responsible to serve a request, a parallel-server system sends
each request to all the servers and all the servers participate equally to serve the request. This
mechanism can improve the system throughput and balance the load of each server in the
network. Lee [60] gave a comprehensive study of architectural alternatives and approaches
employed by existing (before 1998) parallel-server systems. For the parallel video server, there
are two kinds of service models - server-push [61] and client-pull [58]. Under the server-push
model, the server schedules the periodic retrieval and transmission of video data, once a video
session is started. Under the client-pull model, the client periodically sends requests to the
servers to retrieve blocks of video data. Thus, for these two models, the data synchronization
is carried out in servers and clients, respectively. In [61, 58], various performance metrics
(such as service delay and client/server buffer requirement) have been analyzed. In [62], the
buffer requirement in the client-pull mode was analyzed in detail.
Cooperative server scheduling (or called multi-servers approach). The essence of coop-
erative server scheduling is to serve a request not only by its local server but also by the
cooperation of other servers. Compared to the proxy server in the stand-alone proxy sever
approach, cooperative servers are more capable for stream scheduling and they can both store
the streams as archives and cache video clips dynamically to improve the performance. On
the other hand, multiple-server scheduling is different from the parallel-server approach as not
all the servers must participate equally in serving a request. Media servers [1, 5, 11, 63, 64]
cooperate in both serving each request and in making decision of stream transmission and
caching. Papadimitriou et al. [1] suggested providing cost-effective MPSs using informa-
tion caching paradigm and derived caching strategies for hierarchical service architecture via
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metropolitan-area networks. Won and Srivastava [5] considered managing available resources
like finite buffer capacities at each server to store the requested movies whenever needed.
They developed a scheduling algorithm that strategically replicates the requested continuous
media files at the various intermediate storage sites and designed strategies to manage any
data overflow situations. In [11], Bharadwaj et al. considered a fully-connected heterogeneous
system comprising servers and high-speed low-cost transmission links. It was assumed that at
any particular time there could be, at most, one request. Under this assumption, the authors
proposed an optimal strategy that minimizes the overall cost of serving all the requests. In
[63], multiple requests are considered and it was shown that when high-speed low-cost links
are used, it is sufficient to serve all the requests using one copy of the video document in
the entire network. Ping et al. also considered employing multiple servers to retrieve a CM
document [64]. The authors suggested postponing the buffer overflow at the client as much
as possible. In [13], a dynamic algorithm was proposed to manage request sequence so as to
minimize the total service cost.
1.1.6 Load balancing
Load balancing among servers or storage devices help to improve the total throughput of a
system. One of the methods to achieve load balancing is by request or I/O scheduling. In
[65], as processing a block request for a replicated object, the server will dynamically put
the retrieval operation to the most lightly loaded disk to carry the load balancing. In [66],
requests are batched and placed by a system resource manager, which allocates a primary
source and a secondary source to serve a request. This mechanism helps to improve the access
reliability and perform load balancing among the multiple servers.
Secondly, load balancing can be achieved by replicating data on multiple servers. The Caching
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for Load Balancing (CLB) policy [67] attempts to balance the load among the various storage
devices by caching streams only from heavily loaded disks (whose load are greater than the
average load) or overloaded devices, hence it minimizes the rejection rate. In [68], data are
randomly allocated and partially replicated on disks. Replication allows some of the load of
the disks with smaller Bandwidth to Space Ratio (BSR) to be redirected to the disks with
higher BSR so as to prevent the overloading.
Thirdly, media parititoning/segmentation is another method to reduce the load imbalance
and enhance the system performance. In a parallel server system, each video stream is not
stored in a single server, and it is partitioned into multiple strips and distributed to all the
servers nodes in the system. Load balancing is achieved by interleaving the data among all
the servers [58]. In a cooperative multi-server system, a dynamic load balancing scheme [69]
is proposed to partition streams and retrieve different stream portions from heterogenous
servers. The length of each portion of the stream is proportional to the measured bandwidth
of each server to carry out the load balancing.
Additionally, the hybrid methods which combine scheduling, replication and stream partition-
ing are effective for achieving load balancing. Wolf et al. [70] considered two load-balancing
schemes. The static component determines good assignments of videos to groups of striped
disks. The dynamic component carries out load balancing through a real-time disk retrieval
scheduling. In [71], Jadav et al. proposed a dynamic Policy of Segment Replication (DPSR)
to divide multimedia files into fixed-size segments and replicate segments (which have the
highest payoff) from highly loaded disks to lightly loaded disks. In a cooperative multi-server
system, Dong et al. [72] developed a stream retrieval algorithm which allocates server band-
width and retrieves stream portions in an intelligent way to optimize the system throughput
with a minimal access latency.
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1.1.7 Stream caching schemes
Caching media streams locally has many advantages: Firstly, clients can retrieve streams
from the cached copies on the nearby sites to avoid the retransmission from the remote server.
Especially for the large bulk of media data, stream caching can localize the network traffic and
reduce the bandwidth consumption significantly [1]. Secondly, although IP-based multicast
schemes are effective in reducing bandwidth, there are still practical problems for realizing
them in wide area networks. Caching streams on edge servers provides an alternative solution
by enabling the application-layer multicast [73]. Third, stream caching helps to improve the
quality of services for the end users. For example, caching the initial parts of media streams
[74] on local servers can not only reduce the transmission requirement, but also hide the users
from jitter and access latency. Caching the busty portion of video streams [59] locally helps
to improve the resolution of videos and avoid jitter during their playbacks. Furthermore,
caching streams on the local servers provides a good opportunity to support interactive VCR-
functionalities as the access latencies are much lower [75]. Therefore, much research had been
done on stream caching. We will first present an overview on stream caching, then we will
list the main issues and latest research works for cache management in distributed systems.
Memory caching and disk caching. The term cache refers to a high-speed storage mech-
anism, which takes place on a reserved area of memory or an independent high-speed storage
device. The two most common types of caching are memory caching and disk caching. In
memory caching, the high-speed main memory is used as the cache of the relatively slow-
speed disk. In disk caching, the near-distance disk (e.g., in proxy) is used as the cache of the
far-distance disk (e.g., in original server), or the disk is used as the cache of tertiary storage,
e.g., CD, tape.
For multimedia services, the concerned resources are mainly referred to as the cache space
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and the bandwidth capacity of servers. The server bandwidth capacity is constrained by the
minimum of the I/O bandwidth and the network bandwidth. The I/O bandwidth is generally
determined by the bandwidth of storage device drives (e.g., disk, tape, CD, etc. ) and the
speed of interfaces (e.g., SCSI interface, the PCI bus, and the NIC, etc.). Table 1.2 lists the
respective cache capacity and I/O bandwidth of storage devices 1. Table 1.3 shows the data
transfer rate of typical interfaces 2. As we can see, the different storage devices have various
capacity. For example, the bandwidth of memory caching is much faster than that of disk
caching, but the cache space of memory is much less than that of disks.
Table 1.2: Typical Storage Capacities and Access Speed.
Storage devices Cache capacity Bandwidth
(GB) (MB/s)
Disk (e.g., Seagate Cheetah 36ES) 18.4 63.2
CD (e.g., Philips PCA36XCD) 600MB 5.3
DVD (e.g., Philips PCA532DK) 8.5 6.5
Tape (e.g., Quantum DLT-7000) 35 5
Memory (RAM and DRAM)
(e.g., Micron Crucial PC2100 DDR-SDRAM) 128MB 2.1GB/s
Flash Memory(e.g., TOSHIBA SD-F2564B1) 256MB 10
Compared to discrete data, continuous media has more requirements related to large file sizes,
long duration, high data rates, and the need for low latency or (intra and inter) file synchro-
nization. To improve the cache space of storage devices, Redundant Arrays of Inexpensive
Disks (RAID) was proposed in [76] to combine multiple small, inexpensive disk drives into an
1Base on the studies in 2005
2Base on the studies in 2005
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Table 1.3: Typical Storage Interfaces and the Speed.
Interface Data transfer rate (MB/s)
SCSI (e.g., Ultra2 Wide/Ultra 160) 80/160
PCI (e.g., 32-bit/64-bit) 133/266
NIC (e.g., 3COM Gigabit Server NIC) 125
Fireware (e.g., IEEE 1394) 50
ATA standard (e.g., Ultra ATA/Serial SATA) 133/150
USB (e.g., USB 2.0) 60
array of disk drives. This disk array can yield performance exceeding that of a single large disk
drive related to space, speed and data protection. Some research studies how to place media
data [77, 78, 79, 80] on various storage devices to guarantee a fast and continuous access.
Halvorsen et al. [77] categorized the placement strategies as scatter, contiguous, extent-based,
cylinder-based, log-structure, zone-based and constrained, which are effective in minimizing the
retrieval time by disk caching. Strategies such as striping [78] and data replication [79] are
employed to place data across multiple disks of RAID so as to balance the load and enhance
the access speed. In [80, 75], the authors considered reducing the number of disk access by
caching media data in memory. A chunk of media stream is staged in the memory, so that
one disk stream can support multiple users which arrive within the interval. In [75], a stream
interval of an optimal length is proposed to be cached in the memory so as to minimize the
total cost associated with both disk caching and memory caching.
Cache replacement algorithms. When available cache space is not enough for all the
media streams, cache replacement algorithms will determine which ones to be cached by
evaluating the importance of the documents. The “importance” of the documents are often
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measured by the following parameters: (1) recent access time (2) access frequency (3) stream
size (4) miss penalty (i.e., the cost to retrieve the document from the origin server upon a
miss in the cache). In addition to the above factors, the lifetime of a document and the type
of a document are also important factors that be considered in the design of replacement
algorithms. Algorithms such as Lease-Recent-Used (LRU), Least-Frequent-Used (LFU) and
their variants are traditional cache replacement algorithms. Table 1.4 is the taxonomy of
existing cache replacement algorithms/policies that consider the above four factors.
Table 1.4: Taxonomy of Cache Replacement Algorithms/Policies.
Algorithms Factor (1) (2) (3) (4)
Random Replace (RR)
LRU (e.g., Segmented LRU [81], EELRU[83]) •
LFU (e.g., perfect LFU, in-cache LFU [82]) •
LFF (Largest File First)[84] •
Latency Estimation Algorithm [85] •
ARC[86], LRU-k[87], LRFU[88], LFU-DA[89] • •
LRU-SP [90] • • •
GreedyDual (GD)[91] • •
LRV[92], GDS[93], Size-Adjusted LRU[39] • • •
Hybrid[85] • • •
GDSF[94], GDSP[95], LNC-W3[96], LUV [97] • • • •
The algorithm LRU is one of the most popular algorithms which gives preference to documents
whose last access time is a long time ago. Segmented LRU [81] is a variant of LRU, in which
the documents that have been accessed only once are evicted to avoid flushing the documents
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that have been accessed many times before. Perfect LFU and in-cache LFU [82] are two
variants of LFU. Perfect LFU keeps track of all the past accesses to all the documents (using
counters to register these accesses) even when a document is evicted from the cache, whereas,
in-cache LFU removes the record of all the past accesses when a document is evicted from
the cache. The ARC algorithm [86] combines the effect of LRU and LFU by maintaining two
LRU lists. Some algorithms are concerned with the above mentioned factors using a heuristic
or analytical scheme with some weights assigned to each of these factors, e.g., QoS in [98],
utility value in [95]. Alternatively, key-based policies are proposed in [99] to prioritize some
of the above factors over others. However, the consideration of multiple factors may increase
the operation overhead as well.
For continuous streams, cache replacement strategies need to consider specific requirements
like the continuity of presentations and the interactive controls. The L/MRP [100] algorithm
considers parameters such as presentation mode and presentation point, and its variants such
as MPEG-L/MRP [101] and Q-L/MRP [102] are designed to support MPEG streams and
the QoS. The cache replacement algorithm for layer-encoded videos have been introduced in
[103]. In [104], the segments of layer streams are replaced in two dimensions: fine-grain and
coarse-grain. In the coarse-grain dimension, the higher layer which has the lowest hit ratio
will be flushed. In the fine-grain dimension, media segments are replaced by considering the
stream continuity and access latency. To reduce the access latency, the replacement starts
from the end of the stream so as to keep the initial segments of a layer. Furthermore, it is
effective in combining prefetching and cache replacement. For layered media, prefetching the
segments of layer encoded streams helps to smooth the playback and improve the streams’
resolution. In [105], prefetching is cooperated with Segmented-LRU to improve the hit ratio.
Cooperative caching schemes in distributed caches. Multimedia documents can be
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cached on a single cache or multiple caches. However, the cache hit rate of a single cache
is very low. If multiple caches can cooperate to share their cached documents for serving
the requests, the cache hit rate will be improved greatly. This mechanism is referred to as
the cooperative caching, which has been widely studied in [106]. The issues on cooperative
caching include the architecture of caches, cache location, cache content lookup, consistency
of cached documents, and coordination caching schemes.
Here, we focus on the studies of coordination caching schemes, which is a problem on which
documents to cache and where to cache the documents in a cooperative-cache environment.
Although the major advantage of caching is to reduce the network traffic, the objective of
caching strategies may vary due to different situations. In [11], an optimal caching strategy
was proposed to minimize the cost for serving requests in a fully connected network. Sinnwell
et al. [107] used cooperative caching to minimize the mean response time in Networks Of
Workstations (NOWs). In [108], the authors considered cooperative caching for wireless
multimedia streaming. In [72], a cooperative caching algorithm for web objects was proposed
and multiple performance metrics were discussed. Moreover, the caching strategies are also
influenced by the cache architecture. Literature [107, 108, 72] studied the caching strategies
for the distributed architectures, and literature [109, 110, 111, 112] discussed the caching
strategies used in hierarchical architectures. In [109], MiddleMan uses a central coordinator
to make the caching decisions in a distributed proxy cluster. In [110], the leaf nodes of the
hierarchy cache the prefixes of popular videos. The parents and sidings node will be queried
when the cache miss occurs. In [111], an object is cached at the nodes that are a fixed number
of hops apart on the path from the client to the server. In [112], a dynamic programming
method was used to choose the caches, in which web objects are placed.
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1.1.8 Media segmentation and partial caching
Due to the large size of continuous media, it is impractical to cache the entire videos locally.
Instead, it has been proved that it is cost-efficient to cache the partial media data on the
local sites [113]. This gives rise to the idea of combining Video Segmentation and Partial
Caching. That is to partition media streams into smaller portions and cache media objects
partially on the caches. This combination has many advantages: it can save the cache space,
reduces the bandwidth consumptions, enables the QoS, and performs load balancing, etc.
Prefix caching [114] caches the initial portion of the media stream on the proxy so as to avoid
a long access latency and frame jitters. Caching the “bursty” portion of media streams can
smooth the server bandwidth requirement and improve the playback resolution [59]. Caching
an interval of a stream [115] on the proxy enables multi-users access and avoids retransmission
from the remote origin server. In a multi-server system [69], it helps to improve the system
throughput and perform the load balancing by partitioning media streams and placing them
among multiple servers. In [116], the authors prospered to partition streams according to
its long-period characteristics and allocate bandwidth to improve the resource utilization
of both bandwidth and caching space. In the thesis, we will indistinguishably use “media
segmentation”, “media partitioning”, and “video partitioning”.
Media segmentation in temporal domains and spatial domains. Segmenting/partitioning
media streams can be made in the temporal domains or in the spatial domains [3]. In the time
domains, media streams are partitioned into multiple chunks (i.e., portions or segments) in
time order, and the media portions can be fix-sized (e.g., segments [117, 69] or frames [118])
or vary-sized [116, 119]. Prefix caching [114] is an example of video partitioning in the time
domains. In prefix caching, the initial portions of streams are cached so that only the remain-
ing portions are transmitted. Caching the initial portion of a stream on the proxy hides users
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from a long access latency. In [120], an optimal strategy is proposed to minimize the total
bandwidth consumption by allocating the cache space on the proxy for the video prefixes. It
was suggested allocating more cache space for the video prefixes with higher access frequency.
In periodical broadcasting, streams are partitioned into multiple chunks and periodical broad-
casted on multiple channels. As access latency of periodical broadcasting is determined by
the size of the first portion, vary-sized video partitioning strategies are carefully designed to
reduce the size of initial portion, e.g., pyramid broadcasting [38], skyscraper broadcasting [50].
In [8, 121], prefix caching is combined with patching to minimize the backbone bandwidth
consumptions.
On the other hand, some videos are layer-encoded, and they can be partitioned into streams
of multiple layers in the spatial domains. Typically, the lowest layer contains the data for
a presentation of minimum quality. When the available bandwidth is insufficient to deliver
the streams of all the layers, only the streams of lower layers are transmitted to ensure the
playback. In [122], the authors suggested caching streams of the lower layers and transmitting
the higher layer streams once missed in the caches. However, these strategies can not reduce
the access latency. Hybrid strategies [104, 123] consider caching partial stream in both spatial
and temporal domains. A two-dimension cache replacement strategy is proposed in [104],
which suggests flushing the higher layer segments when the cache space on the proxy is not
enough, and the flushing is from the end of the stream to the beginning to keep the initial
portions of a layer on the caches in the way to reduce the access latency. In [123], layer-encoded
video segments are cached on the proxy to handle heterogeneous accesses of users.
Block caching and interval caching. Cache units can be managed either in a block level or
in an interval level. The former is called Block Caching or (Block-level Caching) [124, 100, 125],
and the latter is called Interval Caching [40, 126, 113]. In block caching algorithms e.g.,
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BASIC [124], L/MRP [100], a block of data is the basic caching entity and the cache space is
allocated for a single block. The BASIC algorithm selects to replace a block that would not
be accessed for the longest period of time. For continues media streams, L/MRP continually
replaces the media blocks by considering the presentation mode. In [125], a block caching
algorithm is shown to achieve a high throughput which is close to the optimum. However,
the limitation is that it has a significant overhead. The other policy is Interval Caching, e.g.,
DISTANCE [124], Interval Caching [40], Resource-Based Caching (RBC) [126], Generalized
Interval Caching (GIC) [127], Multi Policy Integrated Cache (MUPIC) [128]. In an interval
caching algorithm, the basic caching entity is an interval, which is an amount of data between
two adjacent streams. The length of the interval is equal to the “distance” between the two
successive streams accessing the same video. The former stream places the data on the caches,
and the later stream reads the data cached by the former stream and erases them at the same
time to free the cache space [40]. Interval caching is much efficient in handling the continuous
stream media. However, for a short video, it is not cost-efficient to cache a long interval
exceeding the length of the video. The GIC algorithm [127] extends IC by anticipating the
length of interval and choosing the smallest interval to cache, so that both long and short
videos can be managed. The MUPIC algorithm [128] selects to cache an interval according to
the ratio between the percentage of stream bandwidth required to the percentage of required
cache size for the interval so as to optimize the system performance.
1.1.9 QoS-aware multicasting
When a media stream is required by a group of clients distributed across a wide area network,
multicasting is an efficient method in reducing the overall bandwidth requirement. How to
multicast media streams to the clients over geographically distributed heterogenous networks
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while satisfying QoS requirements is a critical issue. Recently stream multicasting strate-
gies can be categorized into two branches: network-layer multicasting and application-layer
multicasting.
Network-layer multicasting. In a network layer, QoS based multicast routing addresses the
issue of constructing Constrained Steiner Tree (CST) [129] to minimize the total service cost
with the constraint of end-to-end delay. It has been proven in the literature that determining
such an optimal multicast tree for a multicast group is a NP-complete problem [130]. Since
the video distribution problem in a constrained environment also involves clever planning
on routing, both the centralized and distributed routing methodologies can be considered.
In centralized routing algorithms e.g., KPP [129], CAO [131], BSMA [132], CDKS [133], the
route is computed at a central server with the complete network information including network
topology and the state of the links (available bandwidths, traffic information, etc). On the
other hand, distributed routing algorithms, e.g., WAVE [134], DCDMR [135], seem to be
much efficient in supporting dynamic multicast groups. However, most underlying multicast
routing algorithms have been designed only to handle identical end-to-end delay situations
among different destinations and they do not consider caching data inside the network and
the dynamic situations due to the availability of link bandwidth and cache space.
Stream distribution strategies, such as batching, patching, stream merging, periodical broad-
casting, rely on the technology of network-layer multicasting (e.g., IP multicasting). They
allow the users to share the bandwidth in the network. We have discussed those stream
transmission strategies, and the detailed description of batching, patching, stream merging,
periodical broadcasting can be found in Section 1.1.4. Different from network-layer multicast
routing algorithms where the scheduling objects are small-sized packets, stream transmis-
sion strategies are designed for media streams which are large in size, delay sensitive, have
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a long duration and require continuous presentation. Streaming media can be played when
they have not been completely downloaded from the network. The mode of the download-
and-play distinguishes the stream distribution from the traditional transmission of packets or
non-continuous data.
Application-layer multicasting. Although the IP multicasting is efficient for group appli-
cations, the implementation difficulty prevents it from a wide deployment beyond a local area
network. Application-layer multicasting considers constructing multicast trees on the appli-
cation layer via IP unicasting. There are two ways to realize application layer multicasting:
overlay approach and peer-to-peer approach.
Overlay approach relies on the network infrastructure comprising a set of overlay nodes, which
act as software routers to support multicast functionalities. In overlay schemes, multicast trees
are constructed among the overlay nodes and packets are transmitted between two overlay
nodes by IP unicasting. In [136], algorithms were proposed to construct efficient overlay trees
to improve bandwidth utilization. Literature [137] tackles the trade-off between the bandwidth
efficiency and the computation overhead. However, it is costly to deploy overlay networks and
maintain multicasting on them, which motivates the study of P2P approach. The essential
idea of P2P is to forward media streams from one end host/peer to another so as to construct
an application-layered multicast tree. The multicasting trees comprises only end hosts, and
each link on the multicast tree connects two hosts. Hence, this approach is so called as Peer-
to-Peer. In P2P distribution, peers can be clients [73] or servers [138]. As each peer shares
the data cached on its storage, the system can accumulate a lot of storage resources among
a large community at a low price. Since media data is sent via Ip unicast, it enables reliable
delivery by flow control and congestion control that are available for unicast. In [139], a P2P
architecture is proposed to guarantee QoS for media streams. A personalized multimedia
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service was introduced in [1], which considers scheduling stream caching and transmission
to guarantee the service quality according the client requirements, e.g., the viewing times
and the retrieval bandwidth. Scheduling algorithms in [63] considered dynamically caching
media streams on the ventage sites and constructing multicast trees/forests to optimize the
services cost associated with both cache space and network bandwidth. In [140], QoS-aware
multicast trees/forests were constructed to provide cost-efficient services according to the
request viewing times and the retrieval bandwidth.
1.2 Motivation
First of all, we will explain why we are concerned with using video on reservation (VoR) to offer
QoS guaranteed video services. The issue of QoS [21] arises due to the special requirements of
providing multimedia services over the networks. Multimedia traffic differs from “traditional”
network traffic in the following ways:
• Delay sensitivity: It requires real-time transmission of continuous media information
(audio and video).
• Large file size and long duration: As substantial volumes of data need to be exchanged,
multimedia traffic easily exhausts the network bandwidth.
• Time-dependency: Some media documents need (intra and inter) file synchronization.
In network-based video services, insufficient network resources will incur long access latency,
fast degradation of the video resolution, jitter or loss of frames, etc. These properties impose
challenging QoS requirements for multimedia communication systems. Although there have
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been extensively studies on network-based multimedia services, a large scale implementation
with QoS guarantee is still unavailable.
To guarantee video services with a short access latency, Shachnai et al. [141] suggested
adopting the user turn-away probabilities as a metric for performance evaluation. They
assumed a relatively high refuse probability if clients have to wait for a long time, so as to
maximize the total number of users while maintaining a short service delay. In [12], a time
discrete Markov chain was used to model proxy-assisted WWW services and each request
was assumed to have a maximal waiting time for services. In [142], a schedule policy was
proposed to arrange requests according to assigned schedule times so as to guarantee services
before hard service times. The concept of providing personalized video services according to
client preferences was first mentioned in [1] and an architecture [143] has been proposed to
provide services while underlining the QoS contract between clients and the service provider.
The QoS requirements may be explicitly or implicitly specified and they can be maintained
by QoS agents monitoring the network.
Therefore, in this thesis, we consider the transmission bandwidth and the time constants for
VoR services are the QoS parameters which are agreed by both the service provider and the
clients. Before starting a new session for a request, the multimedia system must determine
if the QoS requirements can be satisfied given the resources already committed to existing
sessions. Once the request is accepted, the system will guarantee that the QoS is not below
the agreed levels. Moreover, the system will manage the current network resources to provide
guaranteed services in a cost-effective way.
Secondly, the current stream distribution strategies have limitations when providing VoR
services. In the rest of the section, we will discuss the most relevant studies on it and the
scope of improvements.
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Firstly, we analyze the drawbacks in the past algorithms which disseminate video streams to
geographically distributed proxies servers located at clients clouds. A variety of scheduling
schemes, such as bathing, patching and periodical broadcasting, are multicast-based, and they
fetch continuous streams by listening to broadcasting or multicasting channels. Although they
can significantly reduce the bandwidth requirement, the shortage of IP multcasting in current
networks prevents them from being widespread. Papadimitriou et al. [1] introduced the idea
of information caching paradigm, in which media streams can be cached on the vintage sites
to avoid the retransmission in the network. Scheduling algorithms [11, 63] were proposed to
optimize the total transmission cost and caching cost for distributing multimedia documents
according to requested viewing times. These schemes assume fully connected network and
without the limitation of the network resources. In [144], Theys et al. employed the idea of
scheduling data objects within deadline constraints. However, the scheduling algorithms are
mainly designed for the discrete data, rather than for continuous media streams. Further,
other influencing factors that affect the service quality include network bandwidth availability,
cache capacity at any site, availability of video documents in the network, etc. Thus, a
combined influence of these factors possesses considerable challenge in designing cost-effective
strategies. In this thesis, it motivates us to design efficient stream scheduling algorithms which
can deliver streams over distributed multimedia systems within resource and delay constraints
to provide scalable VoR services.
Secondly, it has been shown that it is bandwidth-efficient to cache (store) media streams
at some intermediate locations (servers or otherwise referred to as sites) and re-use these
temporarily cached documents to serve future requests. However, it consumes too much cache
resources to cache a media document at a site for a long time. Thus, how to optimize the
network resources associated with both cache space and link bandwidth is of primary concern
in this research. When the cache space is constrained, prefix caching [74] was suggested
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caching only the initial parts of videos. In [10], a cache algorithm was proposed to allocate
more cache space for the initial parts of hot videos. However, the study in [74, 10] is based
on caching the prefixes permanently on the proxy servers. In fact, media portions can be
cache temporally on a proxy server and be replaced dynamically as well. In this thesis,
we will analyze whether it is possible to provide cost effective services by caching prefixes
permanently and updating the remaining portions dynamically, and study the possibility of
balancing the utilization of both cache and bandwidth resources. To best of our knowledge,
there is, so far, no literature discussing about partitioning videos streams while considering the
time constraints, the cooperative caching among multiple servers and the balancing between
available cache and transmission resources.
Finally, the stream availability and broadcasting in the network are important to investigate.
On one hand, a requested video object may be available at multiple sites in a distributed
environment. Meanwhile, the object may exist on certain nodes within a specific time period,
only during which it is available and can be successfully accessed. In the literature [144,
145], multiple source shortest path algorithms are presented to deliver the requested object
to a certain destination with minimal access delay. On the other hand, when there are
multiple sites demanding the same object with QoS requirements such as specific deadlines,
the construction of time-constrained multicast trees [129] are suggested. Since this problem is
proved to be NP-complete, heuristic algorithms [129, 131, 132, 133] are proposed to obtain
near optimal solutions. Algorithms in [129, 133] solve the problem when the delay bound
on each destination is the same, and those algorithms [131, 132] can be applied to situations
where different destinations have different delay bounds. However, most of them are designed
for small-sized data packets rather than video streams and they do not consider the caching
issue in the network. Therefore, it motivates us to design stream scheduling algorithms which
can deal with multiple sources and multiple destinations within various delay constraints.
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1.3 Issues to be Studied and Main Contributions
Efficient utilization of network resources while guaranteeing the performance metrics plays an
important role in delivering continuous media streams. Also, it may be noted that in a realistic
networked environment, computing capabilities and resource availabilities are constrained
owing to large network traffic, utilization of resources for other applications, etc. Thus, the
main challenge lies in designing cost-effective video distribution strategies that can maximize
the number of user requests and minimize the service cost when available resources are finite
in amount and restricted.
In designing cost-effective video distribution strategies, we should consider the characteristics
of multimedia streams, computing capabilities and resource capacity (e.g., the speed of I/O
interface, backbone bandwidth) owing to large network traffic. In this thesis, we focus on the
following issues:
• Time constrained stream scheduling. When a group of destinations demand a
certain video stream in the network, it is cost-efficient to deliver the stream following
Steiner Tree. Since the issue in a generic form is NP-problem, we design and analyze
several stream scheduling algorithms, which are able to solve the problem with less
time complexity in distributed multimedia systems. Our strategy considers distributing
video streams before the assigned deadlines so as to guarantee the services within a time
constraint. Each of the algorithms can handle the situations when the network topology
is subject to change due to the variability of bandwidth and cache space. We consider a
generic problem of transferring a media stream among the requested sites at the desired
time periods in such a way that the total cost of transfer is minimum. The performance
is analyzed under multiple influencing factors, such as available link bandwidth and the
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availability of multimedia documents in the network.
• Stream caching. The issue on network caching includes how to dynamically replicate
video streams and how long to keep a copy of videos so as to minimize the service
cost and balance the network traffic. As storage capacity and cache space is finite
in practice, how to efficiently manage cache space and how to avoid buffer overflow
will be studied in this thesis. In our proposed stream scheduling algorithms, stream
caching is dependent on the expense of transmitting stream over the networks. This
joint performance considering both stream caching and stream transmission is examined
in this thesis.
• Video partitioning. We employ the idea of video partitioning by combining cache and
transmission schemes to provide cost-effective services. Video portions are cached in fa-
vor of both the initial parts of popular movies and the sites with high transmission cost
and low caching cost. Further, how to partition a video and whether to permanently or
dynamically cache a video portion depend on the bandwidth consumption. We consider
partitioning video streams into portions and caching them either permanently or dy-
namically on the local servers for near-future use. We proposed a window-assisted video
partitioning strategy (WAVP), in which videos are partitioned into multiple portions and
video portions are delivered by adaptive schedule windows. We develop a mathematical
model and derive certain performance bounds that quantify the overall performance of
the strategy. By employing partitioning, we strike a trade-off in delivering a superior
performance in terms of meeting the quality of services.
In a VoR system, we consider reserving resources such as link bandwidth and cache space to
provide service in a cost effective manner. Our focus is geared towards designing strategies for
video distribution and analyzing the performance in terms of metrics such as average service
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cost and acceptance ratio (fraction of the requests that are successfully served), which are from
the perspective of service providers in offering such services. Our objective is to maximize the
number of users and minimize the total caching cost and transmission cost of servicing user
requests demanding a set of heterogenous video streams. We validate all the performance by
rigorous analysis and show that whether caching or partitioning videos would be cost-effective
while serving a request depends on the popularity of the video, currently available resources
and the time constraints that the system provides for services. Such derived conditions will
be extremely useful in estimating the performance of the service by the service providers.
1.4 Organization of the Thesis
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we describe our system model
and the main elements in network-based multimedia system. Then, we present mathematical
modelling, analyze influencing factors, and formulate the problem. In Chapter 3, we design
and analyze two source-based stream scheduling algorithms, which combine network caching
and stream multicasting to optimize the global performance for multiple-server systems. In
Chapter 4, we propose a destination-based stream scheduling algorithm which provides an
alternative solution to efficiently utilize both the cache and bandwidth resources but with a
lower time complexity. In Chapter 5, we design and analyze a window-assisted video parti-
tioning strategy (WAVP) to improve the performance. We focus on how to partition video
streams, how to cache different video portions, and how the number of the portions influences
the resource utilization. In Chapter 6, we implement our strategies on a NSF network, and
testify the advantage and applicability of proposed strategies. In Chapter 7, we summarize
our research work and discuss a few interesting extensions.
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Chapter 2
System Modelling and Problem
Formulation
In this chapter, we shall describe the system model adopted in this thesis and introduce the
required terminology, definition, and notations.
2.1 Network-based VOR system
We envisage the network as a heterogeneous system comprising a pool of media servers which
are Video Warehouses (VWHs) interconnected via communication links, as shown in Figure
2.1. VWHs are primarily repositories of multimedia documents (MMDs) with large, but finite
cache capacities in their databases. A VWH can hold a copy of an MMD temporarily, if
its cache space is large enough; otherwise, it can forward the MMD to other warehouses
immediately or drop the MMD.
Clients submit their requests to VWHs, demanding certain MMDs to be played at future














Figure 2.1: Architecture of a network-based VoR service system.
times. Those requests will be transmitted from the local VWHs to a scheduler, which generates
a feasible, possibly optimal scheduling and sends control messages to related VWHs. Figure
2.2 describes the interaction among clients, VWHs and the scheduler. We will explain the
functions of the main components that comprise the system and introduce the terminology













Figure 2.2: Interaction among system components.
A. Video Warehouses A VWH is a media server located in a local network and it consists
of two elements: a storage/caching unit and a control unit. The storage unit enables the
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VWH to dynamically cache MMDs so as to localize the traffic and serve multiple requests
without retransmission. Clients submit their requests to their local VWHs. Once a request
arrives at a VWH which does not contain a requested MMD, the MMD should be transmitted
from other VWHs. We consider a VWH receiving the request as the destination, denoted as
vwhd, and the VWHs containing the requested MMD as the sources, denoted as vwhs. Of
all the sources, we define original sources of an MMD to be those VWHs which contain the
MMD when the system is initialized. In this thesis, a requested MMD will be cached on the
destination VWHs during its playback. This mechanism can reduce the network traffic by
sharing contents for multiple users. Meanwhile, since clients can enjoy VCR-controls (pause,
fast-forward, etc.) without downloading media streams entirely to their top-boxes, it eases
the difficulty of implementation on the client machines.
Since VWHs can dynamically cache an MMD, we define sources as the VWHs which are
caching the requested MMD and we define original sources as the VWHs which cache the
requested MMD since the system initiates. The original sources will keep the original copy
permanently on their sites. Obviously, the set of original sources, denoted as Srco, is a
subset of the set of sources, denoted as Src, with Srco ⊂ Src. Therefore, the number of
original sources, denoted as |Srco|, is no more than that of sources, denoted as |Src|, with
|Srco| ≤ |Src|. Similarly, the number of sources is no more than the total number of VWHs,
denoted as |V |, since Src ⊂ V . In this thesis, we regard cache capacity of a VWH as the
capacity of the storage devices on a VWH. Hence, cache capacity and storage capacity have
the same meaning throughout the thesis.
The control unit (CU) of a VWH has three main functions. Firstly, it collects requests from
local clients and passes them to the scheduler. Second, it sends ACK message back to clients
to inform them that the requests are accepted or refused by the system. The third is to execute
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the commands of the scheduler, which includes, to receive, transmit, cache or play MMDs
according to control messages received from the scheduler. A control message comprises the
information: 1) when an MMD should arrive at the VWH, 2) where and when an MMD
should be transmitted, 3) whether or not to cache an MMD and how long an MMD should
be cached or 4) when to initiate the playback of MMDs.
B. Scheduler
The main function of the scheduler is to manage the network resources and to determine
the service path for each request. The scheduler can be located at any VWH, which can
be accessed by all VWHs. All the requests from clients are forwarded to this scheduler and
they are served in the order of viewing times. If scheduling is successful (in terms of resource
availability, available path for a request), the scheduler will send control messages to all related
CUs of VWHs along the transmission route of the requested MMD; otherwise, this request
will be dropped and a feedback information will be sent to the destination.
C. Client & Requests In VoR systems, requests arrive in advance to the actual viewing
times. Clients submit requests to their local VWHs, demanding viewing certain MMDs in T
minutes. The interval T serves as a time constraint, by which system delivers the requested
MMD to the destinations. Let Rq = {Rq[0], Rq[1], ..., Rq[j], ...} denote the sequence of re-
quests and request Rq[j] is the j-th request according to its viewing time, denoted as t[j]. A
request Rq[j] is represented by a 3-tuple as, Rq[j] =< MMDi, vwhd, t[j] >, which demands
viewing a certain multimedia document, MMDi, at the destination vwhd on or before the
viewing time t[j]. If a destination vwhd does not have the requestedMMDi, a path should be
set up to deliver MMDi from a source to the destination on or before the requested viewing
time. Path Pj[s, d] denotes a sequence of VWHs which can deliver the requested MMDi
from source vwhs to destination vwhd under the time constrained of t[j] of request Rq[j]. We
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assume that the transmission among VWHs is CBR with minimum propagation delay and
minimum loss of packets. Let vwhp denote a VWH with index p and cache capacity Cachep.
Let Lp,q denote a direct communication link from vwhp to vwhq with finite bandwidth Bp,q
(Mbps). In a real-life situation, the communication links among VWHs may not be available
at all time instants. Let [LSTp,q(i), LETp,q(i)] denote the i-th interval during which link Lp,q is
available, where LSTp,q(i) and LETp,q(i) denote the starting and ending time of the interval,
respectively.
2.2 Cost Function
We now specify the parameters associated with the service cost. The cost of serving a request
[13, 5] is the sum of the transmission cost and the caching cost along the service path. We
assume that the bandwidth in LANs is wide enough and the cost for delivering MMDs from
destination VWHs to clients is not considered in this thesis.
The cost of serving a request Rq[j] is denoted as C[j], which includes the caching cost and
transmission cost via path Pj[s, d]. Let Cc(vwhp) be the cost to cache the requested MMD








We denote Cratep as the pricing rate to cache per-GB data on vwhp for per unit time (e.g.,
a minute). The time duration that an MMD is cached on vwhp, expressed in minutes, is
denoted by ∆Tc(vwhp) = tec(vwhp) − tsc(vwhp) , where tsc(vwhp) and tec(vwhp) are the starting
and ending times of the caching period, respectively. Let size denote the size of the MMD,
expressed in GB, so that the caching cost Cc(vwhp) in (2.1) can be expressed as
Cc(vwhp) = Cratep × size×∆Tc(vwhp) (2.2)
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Let Nratep,q denote the pricing rate for transmitting per-GB data via link Lp,q. The network
transmission cost Ct(Lp,q) in (2.1) is a function of Nratep,q and size, as
Ct(Lp,q) = Nratep,q × size (2.3)
Thus, the total cost of a schedule S is the sum of cost for all the requests satisfied/accepted





where k is the total number of requests successfully served.
2.3 Notations and Definitions
Table 2.1 lists all the notations that are used through all the thesis.
Table 2.1: Glossary of Notations.
Symbol Meaning
vwhi Id of a video warehous
MMDi Id of a multimedia document
bi Length of MMDi (min)
size size of an MMD (GB)
Rq The sequence of requests in the order of viewing times
Rq[j] The j-th request in the request sequence Rq
t[j] The requested viewing time of Rq[j]
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Glossary of Notations continues:
T Interval between the arrival time of a request and its viewing time (min)
Pj[s, d] Path from a source vwhs to the destination vwhd for request Rq[j]
Lp,q The directed link from vwhp and vwhq
LSTp,q(i) Starting time of the i-th interval that link Lp,q is available.
LETp,q(i) Ending time of the i-th interval that link Lp,q is available.
Bp,q Link Bandwidth (Mbps) available along link Lp,q
D(Lp,q) Transmission delay on link Lp,q
Nratep,q Pricing rate for transmitting per-GB data via link Lp,q ($/GB)
Cratep Pricing rate for caching per-GB data on vwhp for a minute ($/GB−min)
Cachep Cache capacity of vwhp
|Src| Number of sources available in the system
|Srco| Number of original sources initialized in the system
Ct(Lp,q) Cost for transmitting an MMD along Link Lp,q
Cc(vwhp) Cost for transmitting an MMD on vwhp
C(S) Total cost for serving all the requests in Rq following the Schedule S
C[j] Cost to reserve request Rq[j]
|V | Total number of VWHs in the network
n Total number of MMDs supported by the system
k Total number of requests that have been successfully served
N Number of portions that an MMD is partitioned into
λi Request arrival rate for MMDi on each VWH (req./min)
λ Total request arrival rate for all the MMDs on each VWH (req./min)
C Average service cost per request ($)
α Acceptance ratio
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We state the following definitions.
(a). Feasible schedule: Feasible schedule is a schedule in which requests are scheduled in the
order of their requested viewing times. We denote a feasible schedule as S and the set
of all such feasible schedules as χ.
(b). Optimal schedule: This is defined as a feasible schedule S ∈ χ for which the number of
requests successfully served is maximized and the total cost of serving all the requests
is a minimum.
The performance evaluation is based on two fundamental metrics: Acceptance ratio (α) and
Average cost per request (C). These are defined as
α =
No. of requests successfully served








where C[j] is the service cost for j-th request and k is the total number of requests successfully
served.
2.4 Problem Statement
With the above definitions of cost functions, our problem can be formally stated as follows.
Problem statement: Given a topology G = (V,E), where V is a set of VWHs and E is
the set of directed links in the system, let Rq = {Rq[0], Rq[1], · · ·, Rq[j], · · ·} be a sequence
of requests, which request to view MMDs in T minutes. We seek a feasible schedule S that
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maximizes the acceptance ratio defined by (2.5) and minimizes the total cost defined by
(2.6) while satisfying the constraints on the amount of cache space available on VWHs, link
availability, and the reserved bandwidth for transmitting MMDs, respectively.
When there are multiple destination VWHs demanding a same MMD, it is cost-effective to
construct a multicast tree stemming from sources and spanning over all the destinations in the
network. In the case of Single Source - Multiple Clients (SS-MC), i.e., when only one of the
VWHs has a copy of MMD initially (referred to as a source), we aim to construct a minimum
cost tree rooted from this source connecting all the destination VWHs while satisfying their
requested viewing times. In the case of Multiple Sources - Multiple Clients (MS-MC), when
there are multiple sources initialized on the network, a set of multicast trees, which are rooted
from sources and separated from each other, are expected to be constructed to serve all the
requests under the constraints of the requested viewing times. Hence, this problem can be
formulated equivalently as a Time-Constrained Steiner tree problem as pointed out in [129].
Our objective is to construct cost-effective time-resource constrained multicast trees and make
use of the copies cached on VWHs of the trees to solve the problem. When the influencing
parameters (cache space, link availability, requested viewing time, etc) are arbitrary, it appears
that the problem posed in this thesis is extremely complex to derive an optimal solution. Thus,
we attempt to design efficient heuristic algorithms to determine the best possible strategies
that can yield acceptable pricing to serve all the requests.
2.4.1 Motivation example
Example 2.1. Consider three VWHs vwh1, vwh2, and vwh3, are connected to the backbone
network, where the weight of each link represents the transmission cost via the link, as shown



















Figure 2.3: Example 2.1: (a) Requests Rq[1] and Rq[2] are served by unicast. (b) Request
Rq[2] is served by the stream cached on vwh2.
in Figure 2.3. Requests Rq[1] and Rq[2] demand viewing MMD1 on vwh2 at time t[1] and
on vwh3 at time t[2], respectively. Suppose vwh1 is the only source which contains MMD1 in
the network before t[1]. We consider two possible schedules (a) and (b) as shown in Figures
2.3 (a) and (b), respectively. By Schedule (a) as shown in Figure 2.3 (a), MMD1 is unicasted
to vwh2 and vwh3 to serve the two requests, and the total transmission cost is 18 + 17 = 35.
In Figure 2.3 (b), MMD1 is transmitted from vwh2 to vwh3 to serve Rq[2] by Schedule (b).
Thereby, Schedule (b) constructs a tree by caching MMD1 on vwh2. Suppose the cost of
caching MMD1 on vwh2 in this case is 1, the total cost for delivering MMD1 for the two
requests following Schedule (b) is 21+1=22, which is the sum of the transmission cost and the
caching cost on the vwh2. As we can see, the total service cost of Schedule (b) is much less
than that of Schedule (a) asMMD1 is cached on vwh2 to serve the request on vwh3. However,
if the price for caching MMD1 on vwh2 is high or the caching period is too long, it may not
be efficient to cache MMD1 on vwh2. Therefore, the decision whether to cache MMD1 on
vwh2 and how long to cache depends on whether it is cost-effective to do so. Furthermore,
if the space on vwh2 is not enough for caching MMD1 until the links from vwh1 and vwh2
are available for transmission, we can only serve the two requests as the schedule shown in
Figure 2.3 (a).
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Thus, the above example motivates us to design efficient strategies that could minimize the
total cost of servicing all the requests submitted to the system. While this is an attractive
aspect from client’s perspective, algorithms must also try to maximize the number of cus-
tomers that could be serviced, which is attractive from service providers perspective. Thus,
our objective in this study is two-fold - minimize the total cost and maximize the number of
customers that can be supported.
2.5 Mathematical modelling
As mentioned in Section 2.4, our objective is to design algorithms that minimize the service
cost and maximize the number of requests that can be accepted. The performance evaluation
of our algorithms is based on the following two metrics: average service cost per request (C)
and acceptance ratio (α), which are defined in Section 2.4. Both the metrics are influenced
by the nature of requests and the availability of the network resources (link bandwidth and
storage capacity). To analyze the relationship between the two metrics and their influencing
factors, in the following sub-sections, we will introduce a simplified mathematical model.
Further, we will show that our model can provide performance bounds and serves as a useful
reference for comparing the performance of all our proposed algorithms.
2.5.1 Analysis of average service cost per request (C)
Consider a VoR system as shown in Figure 2.4 (a) wherein, the destination vwhd is connected
to the network. Given two successive requests, Rq[j − 1] and Rq[j], demand MMDi to be
played on vwhd by time t[j − 1] and t[j], respectively. Both of them have the time constraint
T and the system tries to serve them according to their respective viewing times. To serve
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Figure 2.4: Modelling Example: (a) MMDi is transmitted from vwhs to vwhd. (b) Caching
MMDi on vwhd for serving Rq[j]. (c) Retransmitting MMDi to vwhd for serving Rq[j].
request Rq[j − 1], MMDi is cached on vwhd from time t[j − 1] to the end of its playback
(t[j − 1] + bi), where bi is the length of MMDi. Request Rq[j] arrives at time (t[j] − T ).
In Figure 2.4 (b), when request Rq[j] arrives, MMDi has already been cache/staged in the
destination vwhd. Hence, MMDi can be cached on vwhd until (t[j] + bi), the end of its
playback for serving Rq[j]. However, if MMDi has been deleted or not staged on vwhd at
the arrival of Rq[j], MMDi needs to be retransmitted from source vwhs to vwhd as shown in
Figure 2.4 (c).
Let Ct denote the cost for delivering an MMD from vwhs to vwhd and holding it until the
requested viewing time, and let Cc denote the pricing for caching anMMD per minute. Then,
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Cc · τ, if (τ − T ) ≤ bi
Ct + Cc · bi, otherwise
(2.7)
where bi is the length of MMDi (in time units) and τ is the time interval between the two
successive requests which demand MMDi on the destination VWH.
Here, we assume that the requests arrive according to Poisson distribution. Then the average








λi · e−λitdt (2.8)
where λi is average request rate for MMDi. It may be noted that the rate at which requests
are successfully served is λi. However, when resources are not sufficient, there must be some
requests dropped by the system. Here, we assume that the system has a proper admission
control so as to admit requests under the constraints of network resources, and λi is the arrival
rate of the requests which are accepted/admitted to serve with guaranteed quality of services.
Later, we will discuss the cases that requests are refused by the system and introduce the
acceptance ratio for analysis.
By (2.8), we obtain






From (2.9), we may note that Ci decreases monotonically as T increases from 0 to (Cc
Ct
). When
T increases from (Cc
Ct
) to ∞, service cost Ci increases. Hence, the average service cost Ci is
influenced by the time constraint T , and it is minimized as
(Ci)opt = [1− e−λi·(T+bi)] · (Cc
λi
) (2.10)
The above value in (2.10) can be obtained when T = γ = (Ct
Cc
), and we define γ as the ratio
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of the average delivery cost from the network to the destinations, Ct, to the average caching
price on the destinations, Cc.







where n is the total number of MMDs and λ is the total request rate of all the MMDs.












In (2.12), the value of T that minimizes C is given by T = Ct/Cc. Therefore, the optimal




[1− e−λi·(γ+bi)] · (Cc
λ
) (2.13)
where γ = (Ct/Cc).
Figure 2.5 shows the average service cost C with variation of time constraint T . As T increases
from 0 to γ = (Cc/Ct) minutes, the average cost C decreases and it reaches the minimal point
when T = γ. It makes sense that the average service cost can be reduced as the increase of the
interval between the arrival time of a request to its requested viewing time. In VoR services,
the characteristic that requests arrive earlier than their viewing time can greatly reduce the
average service cost and make service more economic and reliable in the real-life situations.
However, when T is large, it is not cost-effective to cache a requested MMD for a long time
to serve successive requests on the destination, rather than retransmit it from the network.
Hence, Figure 2.5 shows that it is possible for the system to optimize the resources (for
example, adjusting the caching duration on the destination) according to the time constraints
of requests.
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Ct=1.5, Cc=0.015, λ=2.0req./min, n=100, b=60, Zipf constant=0.271
T = γ (opt) 
T = 0 
Figure 2.5: Average service cost per request versus time constraint T .
In a generic network with multiple VWHs, the cost Ct of delivering an MMD to a destination
under the constraint of viewing time may be different from different VWHs. Even for a same
destination, Ct may be different if an MMD is delivered following different paths. However,
the value of Ct is no less than the cost to transmit the MMD on the cheapest link connected
to the destination. If we let the Ct of a node to be the transmission cost of the cheapest
link connected to the node, the optimal service cost (C)opt in (2.13) obviously provides a
lower bound of C to serve requests for generic VoR networks. This lower bound serves as a
benchmark when we examine the cost-efficiency of our proposed algorithms in the following
Chapters 3, 4, and 5.
In real-life situations, network resources (link bandwidth and storage capacity) are limited
and average service cost is affected by the resource availability. In order to minimize the
overall cost of servicing on generic networks, our idea is to combine the concept of network
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caching and multicast routing to reduce the value Ct, so that the average service cost C can
be reduced. On the other hand, since resources are always limited, it may be possible that
some requests may not be served. In the following subsection, we will analyze the acceptance
ratio and the influencing factors on it.
2.5.2 Analysis of acceptance ratio (α)
In real-life situations, requests may not be accepted either due to the limitation of network
resources or the request is too urgent. To analyze the acceptance ratio, we consider the
effect of cache space limitation as a potential bottleneck first. Considering Figure 2.4 (a),
we assume that each VWH has a limited cache capacity and it connects to the network with
a communication link with sufficient bandwidth. We consider requests arrival as a Poisson
distribution with average rate λ. Each MMD is unicasted to the destination and it will be
cached on the destinations for 1/µ minutes. Hence, the system can be considered equivalent
to M/D/k/k model. Since the blocking probability (fraction of the requests dropped) of a
M/D/k/k model is the same as that of M/M/k/k [146], the acceptance ratio (α) of requests
on a VWH with the cache capacity m (GB) can be expressed as











where, k = (m/size) and (ρ = λ/µ) is the average load.
On the other hand, if cache capacity is unlimited, the link bandwidth is the only bottleneck.
We consider the simple cases that the destination is directly connected to the source by
one link. Therefore, acceptance ratio (α) can be approximated by a M/D/1/k mode with
µ = (size/Bd) and k = (T/µ). In a real-life system, the acceptance ratio will be affected by
the network topology and the availability of sources in the network. For example, there may
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be multiple paths available and each path may have different number of links. Meanwhile, the
acceptance ratio will be affected when there is more than one source available in the network.
It may be noted that the above analysis on the acceptance ratio is particularly valid for unicast
cases. However, for multicast cases, a single copy of a requested MMD can serve multiple
requests on a VWH. Therefore, in multicasting, the average service time that an MMD is
cached on a VWH will not be uniformly distributed. However, there are no closed-form
expressions for acceptance ratio in multicast cases. From the above analysis, we observe that
α is largely influenced by the size of MMDs, the nature of request arrival, and the availability
of network resources.
The so far analysis on average service cost per request (C) and acceptance ratio (α) clearly sets
the required foundation and provides considerable motivation for designing efficient stream
scheduling schemes that meet our set goals. In the following chapters, we will present our





Due to the large size of media streams and the critical requirement for delivering them, it
may not be cost-effective to retrieve video streams from a central repository. In a distributed
multimedia system, a pool of servers can work cooperatively to store and deliver a large
number of video streams for clients according to their preferred viewing times. Caching video
streams on vantage sites in the network can localize the traffic and improve the utilization of
the network resources. On the other hand, it may not be efficient enough to deliver multimedia
streams to the request sites as soon as possible. For example, the consumed resources may
be lower if streams can arrive at the request sites before their request viewing times rather
than as soon as possible. Therefore, both the resource utilization and the time constraints
are critical concerns.
In this chapter, we proposed two source-based stream scheduling algorithms to render cost-
effective services in VOR systems. The design of the two algorithms is to dynamically
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cache/stage MMDs at vantage sites and construct time-resources constrained multicast trees
for services. Both the two algorithms are source based, because in these algorithms the process
of constructing multicast trees starts from the sources. When there are multiple sources avail-
able in the network, both the two sources-based algorithms will try to construct a forest which
starts from sources and spanning all the destinations to provide cost-effective time-constrained
services.
3.1 Source-Based Stream Scheduling Algorithm1 (SBS1)
Algorithm SBS1 is based on identifying low cost paths using Source-based Low Cost Path
(SLCP) procedure. We will now describe the SLCP procedure first.
3.1.1 Procedure SLCP
Given a request Rq[j] =< MMDi, vwhd, t[j] >, which demands viewing MMDi on vwhd
at time t[j], Procedure SLCP is to determine a cost-effective path from a source vwhs to
destination vwhd satisfying the time constant t[j]. In real-life situations, network resources
(link availability and cache space) are limited in amount and hence, VWHs in the network
would virtually perceive different topologies at different instants in time while generating the
desired low cost path. Therefore, the time instant at which a requested MMD reaches a VWH
is crucial for making a routing decision.
In procedure SLCP, ta(vwhq) denotes the time instant at which a requested MMD reaches
vwhq. If vwhq is an original source vwhs, then ta(vwhs) = (t[j] − T ). It is because when
request Rq[j] arrives at time (t[j]−T ), the requested MMD has been available on the original
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source vwhs. If vwhq is not an original source vwhs, vwhq can only retrieve theMMD from its
neighbor vwhp via link Lp,q. Since the communication links among VWHs may not be available
at all time instants, let [LSTp,q(i), LETp,q(i)] denote the i-th interval that link Lp,q is available
for MMD transmission, where LSTp,q(i) and LETp,q(i) are the starting and ending times of the
interval, respectively. The transmission delay on link Lp,q is denoted as D(Lp,q) = size/Bp,q,
where Bp,q is the available bandwidth of the link. We set Ai = max{ta(vwhp), LSTp,q(i)}, if
([max{ta(vwhp), LSTp,q(i)}+D(Lp,q)] ≤ LETp,q(i)) and there is enough space on vwhp to cache the




t[j]− T, if vwhq = vwhs
mini{Ai}, if vwhq 6= vwhs
(3.1)
Pseudo-code of Procedure SLCP is listed as below.
Procedure SLCP (Rq[j], G, vwhs)
/*Determine a source-initiated cost-effective path for request Rq[j] =< MMDi, vwhd, t[j] >
according to network resources G and the availability of the requested MMD on vwhs.*/
/*ta(vwhu) is the time when the MMDi arrives at vwhu. cost[s, u] is the cost for MMDi to
reach vwhu from vwhs and C(Pj [s, d]) is the cost of path Pj [s, d]. Cc(vwhu) is the caching cost on
vwhu and Ct(Lu,v) is the transmission cost along Lu,v. If vwhu has been labelled as “reached”,
Reach(vwhu) = True; otherwise, Reach(vwhu) = False.*/
begin
for all vwhi (∀vwhi ∈ G) and (vwhi 6= vwhs) do
cost[s, i]←∞; ta(vwhi)←∞; Reach(vwhi)← False; endfor
cost[s, s]← 0; Reach(vwhs)← True; vwhu ← vwhs; ta(vwhu)← 0;
while Reach(vwhd) = False do
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Pseudo-code of Procedure SLCP continues:
for every immediate successor vwhv of vwhu with Reach(vwhv) = False
if it is possible for MMDi reach vwhv via Lu,v according to the
information G on link availability and the cache space.
then calculate ta(vwhv) according to (3.1);
if ta(vwhv) ≤ t[j] then
C ← cost[s, u] + Cc(vwhu) + Ct(Lu,v);
if (vwhv = vwhd) then
C ← C + Cc(vwhv);





choose vwhu such that cost[s, u] = minv{cost[s, v]}
if cost[s, u] =∞ then break; else Reach(vwhu)← True; endif
endwhile
C(Pj [s, d])← cost[s, d]; output Pj [s, d], if C(Pj [s, d]) 6=∞
end
Figure 3.1: Pseudo-code for Procedure SLCP.
The following example helps to explain the working of SLCP algorithm.
Example 3.1 Given a network system with four VWHs, dwh1 to dwh4, connected as shown
in Figure 3.2 (a). There are two requests Rq[0] =< MMD1, vwh2, 3 : 30pm > and Rq[1] =<
MMD1, vwh3, 5 : 00pm > which demand viewing MMD1 on dwh2 at time t[0]=3 : 30pm
and on vwh3 at time t[1]=5 : 00pm, respectively. Both of them have time constraint T =
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Figure 3.3: SLCP constructs a low cost path for request Rq[1] in Example 3.1.
90 minutes. Video warehouse vwh1 is the only original source which holds MMD1 before
Rq[0] arrives. As mentioned before, each link has link available intervals during which it is
operational, as shown in Figure 3.2 (b). All the VWHs except vwh4 have enough space to
cache MMD1, the cost for transmitting MMD1 via a link be 1.0 and it takes 20 minutes to
transmit MMD1 through each link. The length of MMD1 is b1 = 60 minutes, and the cost
for caching MMD1 on each VWH be 0.01 per minute.
Figure 3.3 shows the steps that procedure SLCP determines a cost-effective path P1[1, 3] from
the source vwh1 to the destination vwh3 for request Rq[1] in Example 3.1. The procedure
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SLCP for Rq[1] starts when Rq[1] arrives at time (t[1] − T )=(5 : 00 − 1 : 30)=3 : 30pm. In
Figures 3.3 (a) to (c), each step of SLCP finds a new node to which the path from vwh1
has the least cost and satisfies the time-resource constants for the request. In Figure 3.3 (a),
vwh2 is found as the new node which MMD1 can be transmitted to at time 3 : 30pm via link
L1,2. The cost for delivering MMD1 from vwh1 to vwh2 is cost[1, 2] = Ct(L1,2) = 1.0, which
is the transmission cost of link L1,2. Similarly, in Figure 3.3 (b), vwh4 is found with the cost
cost[1, 4] = (Cc(vwh1) + Ct(L1,4)) = (0.3 + 1.0) = 1.3, which includes the transmission cost
via L1,4, Ct(L1,4) = 1.0, and the cost for cachingMMD1 on vwh1 until link L1,4 is available at
time 4 : 00pm, Cc(vwh1) = 0.3. A SLCP path is generated when the destination vwh3 is found
in Figure 3.3 (c). The cost for such a path is cost[1, 3] = (cost[1, 2] +Ct(L2,3) +Cc(vwh3)) =
(1.0 + 1.0 + 1.5) = 3.5, which is the sum of cost[1, 2] = 1.0, the transmission cost via L2,3
Ct(L2,3) = 1.0, and the cost for cachingMMD1 on vwh3 from 3 : 30pm to the end of playback
6 : 00pm Cc(vwh3) = 1.5.
Lemma 3.1. The worst case time complexity of SLCP is O(|V |2), where |V | is the total
number of VWHs in the network.
Proof: It may be noted that the major while loop inside the SLCP procedure will be iterated
at most (|V | − 2) times. During each iteration, there is a for loop, which requires at most
O(|V |) to choose the next VWH. Therefore, the worst case time complexity of procedure
SLCP is O(|V |2).
3.1.2 Algorithm SBS1
Figure 3.4 describes the entire working of the algorithm SBS1. From Figure 3.4, we observe
that SBS1 consumes three steps to yield the final solution. Firstly, each source calls procedure
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SLCP to determine a low cost path to each destination satisfying the time constraints. In the
second step, after each destination obtains the path information from sources, it selects the
“best” one out of all the paths as the SLCP for its request. At this stage, it may be noted
that the SLCPs are independent for each request. If there exists such a path, the request
can be satisfied/accepted; otherwise, the request will be dropped by the system. In the third
step, SBS1 attempts to update the set of sources. Once a new path is found, all the VWHs
along the path become potential sources for future requests. Therefore, SBS1 updates the set
of sources by including all the VWHs in the new generated SLCP path.
Algorithm SBS1(Rq, G, Srco)
/*Serving a set of requests Rq according to network resources G and MMD availability. Srco is




Once a request Rq[j] =< MMDi, vwhd, t[j] >, (∀Rq[j] ∈ Rq) arrives do
for all vwhi ∈ Tree do Pj [i, d]← SLCP (Rq[j], G, vwhi); C(Pj [i, d]) = cost[i, d];
/*Step2*/
Pj [s, d]← minC(Pj [i,d]){Pj [i, d]}
endfor
/*Step3*/
if Pj [s, d] is available then Tree← Tree ∪ Pj [s, d] and reserve resources for Pj [s, d]
else drop the request and inform vwhd endif
Update average service cost per request C and acceptance ratio α
end
Figure 3.4: Pseudo-code for Algorithm SBS1.
Lemma 3.2. Let |Src| denote the number of sources available in the network, the worse case
time complexity for algorithm SBS1 to find a cost effective path for a request is O(|Src| · |V |2),
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where |V | is the total number of VWHs in the network.
Proof: Algorithm SBS1 determines a cost-effective path for each request by comparing the
SLCP of each sources. Therefore, given |Src| sources available in the network, SBS1 will call
procedure SLCP for |Src| times to find a final SLCP path. Since the worse time complexity of
procedure SLCP is O(|V |2), the worse case time complexity for SBS1 to find a cost-effective
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Figure 3.5: A time-constrained Multicast tree is constructed for Example 3.1.
Figure 3.5 precisely illustrates the working of algorithm SBS1 in Example 3.1. ForRq[0], which
arrives at time (t[0] − T ) = (3 : 30− 1 : 30) = 2 : 00pm, SLCP determines the cost-effective
path from vwh1 to vwh2 via link L1,2. Following that, MMD1 is transmitted from vwh1 at
2 : 00pm when link L1,2 is available for transmission. For serving request Rq[0], MMD1 was
cached on vwh2 until the end of its playback, (t[0] + b1) = (3 : 30 + 1 : 00) = 4 : 30pm.
When request Rq[1] arrives at time (t[1] − T ) = (5 : 00 − 1 : 30) = 3 : 30pm, there are two
sources available for it: vwh1 and vwh2. Algorithm SBS1 finds both P1[1, 3] and P1[2, 3] can
successfully transmitted MMD1 to the destination vwh2. Since P1[2, 3] has less cost than
P1[1, 3], it is selected to serve Rq[1]. A time-constrained multicast tree is constructed by
adding path P0[1, 2] and P1[2, 3], as shown in Figure 3.5 (a), which can deliver MMD1 to
vwh2 and vwh3 to serve the two requests in a cost-effective way. The scheduling of stream
transmission and caching on the tree is shown in Figure 3.5 (b).
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3.2 Source-Based Stream Scheduling Algorithm2 (SBS2)
As we note, the time complexity of SBS1 algorithm is influenced by the number of sources
available in the network. Once a path is successfully found, the VWHs along the path become
sources which have the potential to serve future requests. Therefore, the more paths set up,
the more sources available in the network. The average service cost may be reduced as there
are more sources available. However, the time complexity of the algorithm SBS1 will increase
as the number of sources increases.
We propose another source-based algorithm SBS2, which aims to find cost-effective paths for
requests but with a lower complexity when multiple sources are available in the network. The
Pseudo-code of SBS2 is listed in Figure 3.6.
Algorithm SBS2 (Rq, G, Srco)
/*Serving a set of requests Rq according to network resources G and MMD availability. Srco is the
set of origin sources.*/
/*ta(vwhu) is the time when the MMDi arrives at vwhu. cost[s, u] is the cost for MMDi to
reach vwhu from vwhs and C(Pj [s, d]) is the cost of path Pj [s, d]. Cc(vwhu) is the caching cost on
vwhu and Ct(Lu,v) is the transmission cost along Lu,v. If vwhu has been labelled as “reached”,
Reach(vwhu) = True; otherwise, Reach(vwhu) = False.*/
begin
Tree← Srco
Once a request Rq[j] =< MMDi, vwhd, t[j] >, (∀Rq[j] ∈ Rq) arrives do
for all vwhs ∈ Srco do;
for all vwhi (∀vwhi ∈ G) and (vwhi 6= vwhs) do
cost[s, i]←∞; ta(vwhi)←∞; Reach(vwhi)← False; endfor
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Pseudo-code of SBS2 continues:
cost[s, s]← 0; Reach(vwhs)← True; vwhu ← vwhs; ta(vwhu)← 0;
while Reach(vwhd) = False do
for each immediate successor vwhv of vwhu with Reach(vwhv) = False
if it is possible for MMDi reach vwhv via Lu,v according to the
information G on link availability and the cache space.
then calculate ta(vwhv) according to (3.1);
if ta(vwhv) ≤ t[j] then
C ← cost[s, u] + Cc(vwhu) + Ct(Lu,v);
if (vwhu ∈ Src)and(ta(vwhu) ≤ t[j]) then
C ← Cc(vwhu) + Ct(Lu,v);
endif
if (vwhv = vwhd) then
C ← C + Cc(vwhv);





choose vwhu such that cost[s, u] = minv{cost[s, v]}
if cost[s, u] =∞ then break; else Reach(vwhu)← True; endif
endwhile
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Pseudo-code of SBS2 continues:
C(Pj [s, d])← cost[s, d];
if C(Pj [s, d]) 6=∞, find Pj [i, d] along the path Pj [s, d],
where vwhi is the source for Rq[j].
Pj [s, d]← minC(Pj [i,d]){Pj [i, d]}
endfor
if Pj [s, d] is available then Tree← Tree ∪ Pj [s, d] and reserve resources for Pj [s, d]
else drop the request and inform vwhd endif
Update average service cost per request C and acceptance ratio α
end
Figure 3.6: Pseudo-code for Algorithm SBS2.
In algorithm SBS2, SLCP path is searched from the original source only, rather than all the
sources available in the network. When there are multiple sources available, algorithm SBS1
will call procedure SLCP for each source available in the network. This mechanism may
guarantee least cost paths but at the expense of time complexity. To restrict the time com-
plexity, algorithm SBS2 considers constructing cost-effective paths from the original sources
only. Each step, SBS2 checks if there is a node which has the least cost for retrieving the
requested MMD from the original source. If the parent of the new node is a source, the service
cost will be recalculated from the source to the new node.
Figures 3.7 (a) to (c) illustrate the working of algorithm SBS2 to find a cost-effective path
for serving request Rq[1] in Example 3.1. Algorithm SBS2 starts from vwh1, and it finds a
new node, vwh2, with the retrieval cost cost[1, 2] = Ct[1, 2] = 1.0, as shown in Figure 3.7 (a).
In Figure 3.7 (b), vwh4 is found with the retrieval cost cost[1, 4] = (Cc(vwh1) + Ct[1, 4]) =
(0.3 + 1.0) = 1.3. In Figure 3.7 (c), vwh3 is found. Since vwh2 can hold MMD1 after
serving request Rq[0], it is an available source for request Rq[1]. In algorithm SBS2, the
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Figure 3.7: SBS2 constructs a low cost path for request Rq[1] in Example 3.1.
cost-effective path starts from the “nearest” sources, vwh2 to the destination vwh3, and the
cost for delivering the request MMD to the destination is cost[1, 3] = (Cc(vwh2) + Ct[2, 3] +
Cc(vwh3)) = (0+ 1.0+ 1.5) = 2.5, which is calculated as the cost for delivering MMD1 from
vwh2 to the destination vwh3.
Lemma 3.3. The worst case time complexity for SBS2 to find a cost-effective path isO(|Srco|·
|V |2), where |Srco| is the number of original sources and |V | is the total number of VWHs in
the network.
Proof: Algorithm SBS2 finds a low-cost path from each original source only, and the worse
time complexity of SLCP procedure is O(|V |2). When there are |Srco| original sources, SBS2
will run SLCP for |Srco| times. Therefore, it takes, at most, O(|Srco| · |V |2) for SBS2 to find
a cost-effective path for a request.
If a request can be successfully served, the set of sources and the period that the MMDs are
available on their sites will be updated correspondingly. Those VWHs, which the requested
MMD passing through, will become potential sources to serve future requests.
Lemma 3.4. The time complexity for SBS2 to find a low cost service path for a request is
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no more than that for SBS1.
Proof: Let Src denotes the set of sources available in the network and |Src| is the number of
sources in the network; Srco denotes the set of original sources available in the network and
|Srco| is the number of sources available in the network. As requests are being served, there
will be more sources available in the network. Hence, we have Srco ⊆ Src and |Srco| ≤ |Src|.
The time complexity for SBS1 to find a low cost path is O(|Src|·|V |2), and the time complexity
for SBS2 is O(|Srco| · |V |2). Therefore, the time complexity of algorithm SBS2 to find a path
is no more than that for SBS1. Hence the proof.
Algorithm SBS2 constructs multicast trees to deliver MMDs to each destination under the
time and resource constraints. For example in Figure 3.5 (a), a cost-effective tree stems from
vwh1 spanning vwh2 and vwh3 for serving requests Rq[0] and Rq[1]. However, by determining
cost-effective paths only from the original sources, SBS2 takes less time complexity than SBS1.
In Figure 3.5 (b), the total service cost for for serving the two requests by SBS2 is 5.0, which
is the sum of transmission cost along each link and the caching cost on the VWHs.
3.3 Simulation studies
3.3.1 Simulation model
Due to the large size of MMDs, algorithms should consider the situation wherein the topology
of the network is subject to change due to link availability and cache space constraints. How-
ever, in VOR services, request viewing times can be different for different requests. Therefore,
multicast trees should be constructed under the situation with varying end-to-end delays and
changes to topology, which may not be relevant to be considered for generic multicast algo-














Figure 3.8: Topology of a NSF network.
rithms found in the literature. One such implementation is discussed in [144] accounting the
above mentioned additional issues by determining a shortest delay path from a source to a
destination for each request. However, it may be noted that with respect to our problem
context, the data availability at intermediate sites may also serve as potential sources and
hence it is appropriate to construct shortest delay trees to utilize the additional available
resources. We refer to this variant of the algorithm in [144] simply as shortest path tree (SPT)
algorithm in this thesis. Also, we compare our algorithms with a unicast version of SLCP
procedure (described in Figure 3.1), that is to serve each request by the path generated by
SLCP. We refer to this variant simply as a Unicast-SLCP (U-SLCP) algorithm. Thus, we
have two different approaches from the literature, SPT and U-SLCP, to compare against our
proposed algorithms SBS1 and SBS2. It may be noted that it is logical to consider SPT and
U-SLCP for comparison because of the fact that they exactly fit our problem context and
generate a feasible schedule (path) by taking into account all the required system constraints.
As far as our choice on the network topology and size, for VOR application, we need to consider
a geographically distributed generic network. Since in a generic network all resources are
expected to be shared by the applications, for VOR application such a network becomes an apt
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Table 3.1: Simulation Parameters.
Parameters Values
Number of MMDs 100
Size of an MMD 1.5 GB
Length of an MMD 100 minutes
Zipf. constant 0.271
Link Bandwidth 2 to 100 Mbps
Cache capacity 10% to 100%
test-bed to conduct and validate the performance of the proposed algorithms. Consequently,
we test the performance of our algorithms on a NSF [147] network, which consists of 14 nodes
and 21 pairs of directed links representing a generic communication network connecting 14
main cities in US, as shown in Figure 3.8. Note that in this set-up, each node is equivalent
to a VWH, supporting 5000 local clients and sub-networks. We set the cost for caching an
MMD on each VWH to be Cc=$0.015 per-min, and the cost for transmitting an MMD via a
link varies from $1.5 to $27 depending on the distance between different nodes in the network.
Requests arrive at each VWH according to Poisson distribution with request rate λ, and the
request viewing times are T minutes later than their arrival times. We consider n=100 MMDs
with identical size of size=1.5 GB, length b=100 min and their popularity is distributed
according to Zipf distribution [148] with the skew constant 0.271. When initializing the
system, each MMD has only one original source in the network. The location of the original
sources for the respective MMDs is allocated according to the popularity of that MMD so
that the traffic on each VWH can be evenly distributed. We define cache capacity, denoted
as Cache, as the ratio of the maximum storage space available on a VWH to the total space
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of C with variants of request rate on each VWH.
System parameters:T=100min.
required by all the MMDs in the system. In our simulation, we assume that each VWH has
identical cache capacity, and the available bandwidth of each link between any two VWHs
are of the same value Bd. However, it can be easily adjusted to be various. All our simulation
results reflect the average values taken when the system runs for 30 days to obtain stable
values. Table 3.1 lists the parameters used in our experimental system.
3.3.2 Comparison of average service cost
To compare the average service cost of different strategies, we try to avoid the situations that
a strategy achieves a lower average service cost per request C at the expense of dropping
many more requests. Therefore, we first consider the cases that the network resources are
sufficient so that all the strategies can achieve the equal acceptance ratio α = 1.0. Later, we
will discuss the cases where the network resources are insufficient and the acceptance ratio is
less than 1.0.
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Figure 3.9 compares the average service cost per request C of algorithms U-SLCP, SPT,
SBS1, and SBS2 as the increase of average request rate on each VWH, λ. As we can see,
C of algorithms SPT, SBS1, and SBS2 decrease as λ increases, while the performance of
U-SLCP remains almost the same. Since algorithms SPT, SBS1, and SBS2 are able to cache
and multicast MMDs to multiple destinations, the average service cost can be significantly
reduced compared to U-SLCP especially when the request rate is relatively high. Further, we
observe that C of SBS1 and SBS2 are much lower than that of SPT algorithm, because both
SBS1 and SBS2 try to determine cost-effective paths satisfying the specified time constraints,
while algorithm SPT attempts to send MMDs to the destinations as soon as possible. From
Figures 3.9 (a) and (b), we can see that C of algorithm SBS1 is lower than that of SBS2, which
can be explained by the fact that SBS1 determines a “best” path by exclusively comparing all
the low cost paths of all the sources in the network. It obtains a lower C than SBS2, however,
at the expense of higher time complexity. The lowest one of the curves is the theoretical lower
bound of C obtained by (2.13). It is observed that the average service cost of both SBS1 and
SBS2 algorithms are very close to the lower bound, which testifies their cost efficiency.
Figure 3.10 compares C of algorithms U-SLCP, SPT, SBS1 and SBS2 with respect to different
time constraints T . The cost lines C of algorithms SPT, SBS1, and SBS2 decrease at first,
as T increases from 0. After they reach their minimal points, C of algorithms SPT, SBS1,
and SBS2 increase gradually. This is because when T is larger than 0, requests arrive before
their actual viewing times, so that the system is able to manage the network resources more
efficiently according to the early information of requests. Hence, we can see the average service
cost can be reduced as T increases from 0. Meanwhile, since SPT, SBS1, and SBS2 algorithms
enable VWHs to cache the requested MMDs dynamically on VWHs, the transmission cost
can be lowered by those secondary sources which cache the copies of MMDs. However, those
copies introduce more caching cost on VWHs. As shown in Figure 3.10, when T is larger than
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Figure 3.10: Average service cost per request C under different time constraints.
System parameters:λ=0.5req./min.
a threshold, C of algorithms SPT, SBS1 and SBS2 will start to increase.
As discussed in Section 2.5, in VOR services, the lowest point of C can be obtained when T
is equal to the ratio of Ct to Cc, where the former is the cost for delivering an MMD from a
network to destinations, and the latter is the cost for caching an MMD on the destinations.
Firstly, algorithms SBS1 and SBS2 reach their lower point of C nearly at the same time as the
theoretical line, which is substantially in agreement with our expectation of the theoretical
analysis in Chapter 2. Secondly, we observe that the value of T when SPT has minimal C is
far larger than that of SBS1 and SBS2. This is because the average cost for SPT to delivery
an MMD from a network to destinations is higher than that of SBS1 and SBS2. The minimal
point of U-SLCP is close to T = 0, since a single copy of MMD may not be sufficient to serve
more than one request in unicast algorithms. Thus, the time constraint T does not influence
the transmission cost greatly especially when the link bandwidth is sufficient. Third, from
Figure 3.10, we can see that C of SBS1 and SBS2 are very close to our theoretical lower
bound, which testifies their cost efficiency.
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Figure 3.11: Average service cost for per-min stream w.r.t. the length of MMDs.
System parameters:λ=0.5req./min, T=100min.
If the average service cost C is low, it means that the network resources consumed for serving
a request is low, which is much more beneficial to service providers. Here we note that the
system can achieve much cost savings by adjusting the delay constraint T when providing VOR
services. However, if the value of T to obtain the minimal C is large, it means requests should
be submitted much earlier before the actual viewing times, which may not be convenient to
subscribers. From Figure 3.10, we can see both algorithms SBS1 and SBS2 are able to balance
the caching and transmission cost and achieve a low C under a small value of T .
Figure 3.11 compares the average service cost for delivering per-minute stream of algorithms
with respect to the length of MMD, b. To evaluate the effect of MMDs length on the cost for
serving a request, we define the average service cost for delivering per-minute stream as ratio
of the average service cost per request (C) to the length of MMDs b. Figure 3.11 shows that
multicast algorithms SPT, SBS1 and SBS2 are more efficient in delivering long streams than
the unicast algorithm U-SLCP. On one hand, SPT, SBS1 and SBS2 have much lower average
cost for delivering per minute stream than U-SLCP, because multicast algorithms construct
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Figure 3.12: Performance comparison w.r.t. cache capacity.
System parameters: Bd=100Mbps, λ=0.5req./min, T=100min.
multicast trees which are able to reduce C greatly. On the other hand, the costs of algorithm
SPT, SBS1 and SBS2 decrease at the increase of b, while that of U-SLCP increases gradually
as b increases. As shown in Figure 3.11, algorithms SBS1 and SBS2 save the average cost
for per minute stream around 40% as the length b increases from 15 minutes to 150 minutes.
This phenomenon indicates that multicast algorithms will take the advantage of providing
cost-effective services for long media streams (e.g., video and movies) over the network.
3.3.3 Effect of finite cache space and link bandwidth
When resources are constrained in amount and there are too many requests, system may have
to refuse some requests so as to maintain the quality of services. Hence, the acceptance ratio
may be less than 1.0. To evaluate the performance of different strategies, we are going to
compare both the acceptance ratio and the average service cost per request.
Figure 3.12 compares algorithm performance with respect to different cache capacities Cache.
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In Figure 3.12 (a), it is shown that α of all the algorithms increases monotonically as Cache
increases from 0 % to 100 % and they are above the theoretical lower-bound deducted by
(2.14) in Section 2.5.2. All the multicast algorithms SPT, SBS1, and SBS2 have higher α than
the unicast algorithm U-SLCP, because multicast algorithms attempt to share the contents
with the multiple users, which reduces the cache space requirement. The acceptance ratio of
SBS1 is higher than that of algorithm SBS2, because SBS1 exclusively considers all the SLCP
paths from all the available sources in the network, which helps to improve its successful
chances. However, the acceptance ratios of algorithms SBS1 and SBS2 are much close, which
demonstrates that SBS2 is able to obtain good acceptable performance as well. Although
algorithm SPT attempts to maximize the acceptance ratio by sending MMDs to destinations
as soon as possible, it increases the cache space requirements on the destinations too. Hence,
we can see α of SPT is lower than that of SBS1 as shown in 3.12 (a). In Figure 3.12 (b),
both SBS1 and SBS2 achieve lower C than algorithms U-SLCP and SPT, because SBS1 and
SBS2 attempt to identify “cheap” paths satisfying the requested deadline constraint, while
SPT algorithm tries to determine the shortest-delay paths for requests, at the expense of the
service cost. When Cache ≥ 50% that α of algorithms SPT, SBS1 and SBS2 saturate around
1.0, we see C of SBS1 and SBS2 are only 48% of algorithm SPT, which is indeed a great
improvement.
Figure 3.13 compares the performance of the four algorithms with respect to various link
bandwidth, Bd. In Figure 3.13 (a), we can see multicast algorithms SPT, SBS1 and SBS2
have higher α than the unicast algorithm U-SLCP. Further more, we observe that α of the
three multicast algorithms are close. This is because both SBS1 and SBS2 are able to manage
their resources efficiently according to the time constants while SPT tries to send the MMDs to
the destination as soon as possible to improve its successful chances. However, this mechanism
of SPT consumes more network resources. In Figure 3.13 (b), algorithm SPT has much higher
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Figure 3.13: Performance comparison w.r.t. link bandwidth.
System parameters: Cache=50%, λ=0.5req./min, T=100min.
average service cost C than that of SBS1 and SBS2, and it increases even when α has reached
its saturation level. Algorithm U-SLCP obtains a lower C than algorithm SPT as shown in
3.13 (b). However, it is at the expense of low α, which means some resources are wasted
and can not be used by other requests. In Figures 3.13 (a) and (b), we can see that both
algorithms SBS1 and SBS2 can achieve higher acceptance ratio than U-SLCP and SPT, while
retain much lower service costs.
Figures 3.14 (a) and (b) compare α and C of the four algorithms as the increase of the time
constraint T , respectively. As we can see, α of all the four algorithms increases as the time
constraint T increases from 0 to 50 minutes. In a VOR system, requests can demand viewing
videos in future times. The time constraint T , the interval between request arrival time and
its actual viewing time, enables the system to manage the network resources efficiently so as
to improve the resource utilization and admit more requests. In Figure 3.14 (b), we can see
that C can be reduced by algorithms SPT, SBS1 and SBS2 as T increases. On the other
hand, multicast algorithms attempt to cache MMDs according to the amount of T, which
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Figure 3.14: Performance comparison w.r.t. time constraint.
System parameters: Bd=100Mbps, Cache=50%, λ=0.5req./min.
helps to localize traffic but consumes the cache resources. When cache capacity is restricted,
α may be affected by the value of T . As T increases from 20 minutes to 200 minutes, we
observe C of of SPT, SBS1 and SBS2 decreases gradually as shown in Figure 3.14 (a). We
observe both the algorithms SBS1 and SBS2 can achieve a good performance associated with
both acceptance ratio and the average service cost, as shown in Figures 3.14 (a) and (b).
3.4 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we addressed the issue of minimizing service cost and maximizing the number
of requests that can be served for time-constrained multimedia services. In order to provide a
guaranteed Quality of Services, generation of multicast trees with end-to-end delay constraints
is recommended to minimize the costs. Since such an issue has been proved to be NP-complete
in a networked environment, we proposed two efficient and practically realizable heuristic
algorithms: source-based stream scheduling algorithms1 (SBS1) and source-based stream
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scheduling algorithms2 (SBS2). We referred these algorithms as source-based or initiated
policy, because sources are supposed to have the complete information of the network and
both two algorithms attempt to construct multicast trees starting from the sources. The two
algorithms judiciously combine the concept of QoS-constrained multicast routing and network
caching, so that the copies of data to be staged can be dynamically cached in the network.
These strategies are carefully designed to consider the underlying resource constraints imposed
by the dynamic network environments, such as link bandwidth availability, MMD availability
on the network, and the storage/cache capabilities of a site. To evaluate and quantify the
performance of algorithms, we considered two commonly used metrics: average service cost
and acceptance ratio. Extensive simulation experiments have been conducted to evaluate and
compare the performance of both the proposed algorithms and the existing algorithms.
The simulation study shows that both SBS1 and SBS2 algorithms are able to achieve a
higher acceptance ratio with a lower service cost when compared to the exiting algorithms.
Algorithm SBS1 is efficient in providing cost-effective media service because it attempts to
constructs multicast tree by caching MMDs dynamically on the vantage sites in the network.
Algorithm SBS1 works well to reduce the average service cost, but it sacrifices the time
complexity when the number of sources increases. The proposed algorithm SBS2 aims to
reduce the time complexity in situations when a large number of sources can provide the
requested MMDs. It is shown to achieve a good trade off between a low service cost and the
complexity. Furthermore, we have also analyzed the impact of network scalability in terms of
increasing the number of VWHs, a situation which is common in a real-life situation.
Generally, if the network request rate is high, it is cost efficient to dynamically cache popular
MMDs on the VWHs and multicast them to destinations. Network Caching helps to localize
network traffic and balance the load. However, it introduces more caching cost. To analyze
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the trade off between caching and transmission costs, we study the average service cost with
variation of the time constraints. It is shown that the average service cost can be optimized
when requests are services under certain value of time constraint. The contributions of the
two source-based stream scheduling algorithms are novel to this domain as VOR services are
of recent vantage. To benefit both subscribers and service providers, both the two algorithms
can guarantee a minimal service cost with a small value of time constraints in a VOR system.
The results shown in the chapter promise a practical realization of such schemes owing to an





In source-based stream scheduling algorithms, source VWHs can obtain the complete knowl-
edge of the network and take decisions in constructing the desired paths to serve a request.
Thus, SBS is a source-initiated policy. However, when the destination VWHs have the com-
plete information of the network, the computing can become a part of client sites. In this
chapter, we propose a client-initiated policy, which is referred to as destination-based stream
scheduling algorithm (DBS). This algorithm also aims to optimize the service cost while
maintaining a high acceptance ratio. Hence, DBS algorithm provides an alternative choice to
providing cost-effective services in VOR systems. We shall present the design and analysis of
the algorithm in this chapter.
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Figure 4.1: Example 4.1: A motivation for DBS algorithm
4.1 Motivating example
The following example works as a motivation of our design of DBS algorithms.
Example 4.1: Figure 4.1 (a) shows three VWHs, vwh1, vwh2, and vwh3, are connected to
the network, where the weight of each link represents the cost of transmitting an MMD cross
the link. MMD1 is available only on vwh1. Requests Rq[0] and Rq[1] demand MMD1 to be
played at server vwh2 at time t[0] and t[1], and request Rq[2] needs it to be played on vwh3
at time t[2]. b1 is the length of MMD1.
Since t[2] is later than t[1], it is cost-effective to cache MMD1 on vwh2 after serving Rq[1]
and use the copy to serve Rq[2]. In Figure 4.1 (b), a multicast tree is constructed to deliver
MMD1 to vwh2 and vwh3 to serve the three requests. However, even following the same
multicast tree, there can be two different schedules: Schedule 1 and Schedule 2 , which are
shown in Figures 4.1 (c) and (d), respectively.
Schedule 1: In Figure 4.1 (c), MMD1 is transmitted to each destination following the
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multicast tree, but, as soon as the links between sources and destinations are available.
Schedule 2: In Figure 4.1 (d), Schedule 2 delivers MMD1 following the multicast tree;
however, it tries to send MMD1 to the destinations just on or close to the viewing times.
We can see Schedule 1 caches MMD1 for more duration on VWHs than Schedule 2, so the
caching cost of algorithms Schedule 1 is higher than that of Schedule 2. As mentioned before,
service cost includes both the transmission cost and caching cost on paths. Since the two
schedules deliver MMD1 following the same routes, they have the same transmission cost.
Therefore, the total service cost of Schedule 1 is higher than that of Schedule 2. In this
example, both the two schedules successfully serve all the three requests, but their average
service cost per request is different.
Schedule 1 precisely illustrates the working of the sources-based algorithms that a cost-
effective time-constrained multicast tree is constructed and the requested MMD is transmitted
to the destinations as soon as possible along the trees. Since the MMDs may arrive to the
destinations earlier than the requested view times, it consumes much caching cost on the
destinations. Schedule 2 gives an example of the working of the destination-based algorithm.
Although DBS attempts to construct cost-effective multicast trees, it tries to deliver the re-
quest MMDs to the destination at the times sufficiently close to the request viewing times.
This mechanism will not only reduce the caching cost on the destinations, but also enable the
destinations to make the routing decision while choosing the transmission paths.
In our Destination-Based Stream (DBS) Scheduling algorithm, the destinations attempt to
use the viewing times of the respective requests as the deadlines to determine the cost effective
paths. Hence, DBS algorithm is deadline-driven. The procedure to determine such a time-
constrained path is referred to as Destination-based Low Cost Path (DLCP). We now describe
the procedure DLCP.
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4.2 Procedure DLCP
AssumingRq[j] demands accessing aMMDi on site vwhd at the requested time t[j], procedure
DLCP is to seek a cost effective path from the client site to a best “cheapest” source under the
time constraint. Pseudo-code of DLCP is presented in Figure 4.2. DLCP uses the requested
viewing time as the deadlines to seek a cost effective path from the client site to a best
“cheapest” source.
In DLCP, we denote tr(vwhp) as the deadline which vwhp expects MMDi to arrive at its
site on or before. If vwhp is the destination vwhd of request Rq[j], tr(vwhp) is equal to
the requested time t[j]; otherwise, vwhp expects to get MMDi from its neighbor vwhq on
the other end of link Lp,q. Let Bi = min{tr(vwhq), LETp,q(i) − D(Lp,q)}, if (LSTp,q(i) ≤
min{tr(vwhq), LETp,q(i) − D(Lp,q)}) and there is enough space on vwhq to cache MMDi





t[j], if vwhp = vwhd
maxi{Bi}, if vwhp 6= vwhd
(4.1)
Procedure DLCP(Rq[j], G, Src)
/*Determine a destination-based cost-effective path for request Rq[j] =< vwhd,MMDi, t[j] >
according to network resources G and the availability of the requested MMDi on the sources Src.*/
/*tr(vwhp) is the time instance on or before which vwhp demands MMDi to arrive at its site.
tsc(vwhu) is the starting time that MMDi is available (cached) on vwhu. cost[u, d] is the cost for
the MMDi to reach vwhd from vwhu. Cc(vwhu) is the caching cost on vwhu, and Ct(Lu,v) is the
transmission cost along Lu,v. C[j] is the cost of serving request Rq[j] following path Pj . If vwhu has
been labelled as “reached”, Reach(vwhu) = True; otherwise, Reach(vwhu) = False. */
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Pseudo-code of Procedure DLCP continues:
begin
for all vwhi (∀vwhi ∈ G) and (vwhi 6= vwhd) do
cost(vwhi)←∞; tr(vwhi)← −1; Reach(vwhi)← False; endfor
cost[d, d]← 0; Reach(vwhd)← True; vwhu ← vwhd; tr(vwhu)← t[j]
while there is not such a vwhu ∈ Src, Reach(vwhu) = True, tsc(vwhu) ≤ tr(vwhu)
and enough space on vwhu, do
for every vwhv with Reach(vwhv) = False
if it is possible for MMDi reach vwhv via Lv,u according to the
link available interval and the cache space of vwhv in G.
then calculate tr(vwhv) according to (4.1);
if tr(vwhv) ≥ min{tsc(vwhi)} (∀vwhi ∈ Src) then
if (vwhv ∈ Src), (tr(vwhv) ≥ tsc(vwhv)) and enough cache
space on vwhv
then C ← cost[u, d] + Cc(vwhv) + Ct(Lv,u) + Cc(vwhu);
else C ← cost[u, d] + Ct(Lv,u) + Cc(vwhu);
if cost[v, d] > C then cost[v, d]← C; endif
endif endif endif
endfor
choose vwhu such that cost[u, d] = minv{cost[v, d]}
if cost[u, d] =∞ then break;
else Reach(vwhu)← True; endif
endwhile
C[j]← cost[u, d]; if C[j] 6=∞, output Pj
end
Figure 4.2: Pseudo-code for procedure DLCP.
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Figure 4.4: Procedure DLCP constructs a low cost path inversely from destination vwh2 to
the “nearest” source vwh1 for request Rq[0] in Example 4.2.
Example 4.2 Given a network system with four VWHs, vwh1 to vwh4 connected as shown
in Figure 4.3 (a). Figure 4.3 (b) shows the link available intervals of each links. There are two
requests Rq[0]=<MMD1, vwh2, 3 : 30pm> and Rq[1]=<MMD1, vwh3, 5 : 00pm> demands
viewingMMD1 on vwh2 at time t[0]=3 : 30pm and on vwh3 at time t[1]=5 : 00pm. Actually,
the conditions of Example 4.2 are exactly the same as Example 3.1. Please refer to Section
3.1.1 for details.
Figure 4.4 shows the steps that Procedure DLCP determines a path for request Rq[0] in
Example 4.2. The system calls procedure DLCP to find a path for Rq[0], when Rq[0] arrives
at time (t[0]−T ) = (3 : 30−1 : 30) = 2 : 00pm. Procedure DLCP searches the path from the
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destination and ends when a source which can provide the requested MMD is found. Each
step, procedure DLCP finds a new node which is closest to destination vwh2, as shown in
Figures 4.4 (a) and (b). In Figure 4.4 (a), vwh3 is the nearest node to vwh2 and MMD1
can be transmitted from it to vwh2 by the time 3 : 30pm. The cost for transmitting MMD1
from vwh3 to vwh2 along link L3,2 is Ct(L3,2) = 1.0. The cost for caching MMD1 on vwh2
from 3 : 30pm to the end of the playback 4 : 30pm is Cc(vwh2) = 0.6. Therefore, the cost for
retrieving MMD1 from vwh3 is cost[3, 2] = (Ct(L3,2) +Cc(vwh2)) = 1.6. Since vwh3 is not a
source, procedure DLCP continues to find the nearest source. In Figure 4.4 (b), vwh1 is found
as the nearest node and it is a source holding the requested MMD1. Since DLCP uses the
request viewing time as the deadline to transmit the requested MMD to the decontaminations,
the latest time that MMD1 can be transmitted from vwh1 to vwh2 is 2 : 40pm because it
take 20 minutes to transmit MMD1 via a link and link L1,2 is broken after time 3 : 00pm. In
Figure 4.4 (b), vwh1 is found with the cost cost[1, 2] = (Cc(vwh2) + Ct(L1,2) + Cc(vwh1)) =
(0.5+1.0+0.4) = 1.9, which is the sum of three parts. The first is Cc(vwh2) = 1.1, which the
cost for caching MMD1 on vwh2 from 2 : 40pm to 4 : 30pm. The second is Ct(L1,2) = 1.0,
which is the cost for the transmitting MMD1 via L1,2. The last is Cc(vwh1) = 0.4, which
is the cost of caching MMD1 on vwh1 from 2 : 00pm until the transmission begins at time
2 : 40pm. Since vwh1 can provide MMD1 to serve request Rq[0], the path P0[1, 2] is the
DLCP path, which satisfies the time and resource constraints of request Rq[0].
Lemma 4.1. The worst case time complexity of DLCP is O(|V |2), where |V | is the total
number of VWHs in the network.
Proof: It may be noted that the major while loop inside the DLCP procedure will be iterated
at most |V |−2 times. During each iteration, there is a for loop, which requires at most O(|V |)
to choose the next VWH. Therefore, the worst case time complexity of procedure DLCP is
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O(|V |2).
4.3 Destination-Based Streams Scheduling algorithm (DBS)
Figure 4.5 describes the pseudo-code of DBS algorithm. DBS algorithm constructs multicast
trees by adding new branches, which are cost-effective paths from VWHs on the tree to the
destinations.
Algorithm DBS (Rq, G, Srco)
/*Serving a set of requests Rq according to network resources G and MMD availability. Srco is




Once a request Rq[j] =< MMDi, vwhd, t[j] >, (∀Rq[j] ∈ Rq) arrives do
Pj [i, d]← DLCP (Rq[j], G, Tree);
/*Step2*/
if Pj [s, d] is available then Src← Src ∪ Pj [s, d] and reserve resources for Pj [s, d]
else drop the request and inform vwhd endif
Update average service cost per request C and acceptance ratio α
Output C and α
end
Figure 4.5: Pseudo-code for implementing DBS.
Lemma 4.2. The time complexity for DBS to find low cost path is O(|V |2), where |V | is the
total number of VWHs in the network.
Proof: Algorithm DBS searches a low cost path from each destination, and it generates a path
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satisfying the time and resource constraints when a “nearest” source is found. Hence, the time
complexity for DBS to find such a path is equal to the worst case time complexity of procedure
DLCP. Therefore, it takes at most O(|V |2) for DBS algorithm to find a cost-effective path for
a request.
We may note that the time complexity of DBS algorithm does not rely on the number of
sources available in the network. After a path is generated by procedure DLCP for a request,
all the VWHs in the path become potential sources for future requests which demand the
same MMD. Therefore, the set of potential sources may grow as the requests are being served
in DBS algorithm, but the time complexity of DBS remains the same. However, the time
complexity of the source based algorithms depends on the number of sources, and the time
complexity (such as SBS1) may increase linearly as requests are being served.
In DBS algorithm, rather than to transmit an MMD from the source as soon as possible
along a cost-effective path (as done in SBS1 and SBS2), a cost effective path is determined to
deliver the requested MMD to the destination at the exact requested viewing time or before
a very short time earlier. This method attempts to reduce the time duration that an MMD
is cached on a VWH so as to minimize the storage requirement. Therefore, the searching for
a cost effective path starts from the destination and terminates on the nearest source which
can provide the requested MMD. Meanwhile, the computing can be a part of the client site,
if destination can obtain this complete information of network from the scheduler. Therefore,
DBS is a client-initiated policy.
Figure 4.6 precisely illustrates the working of DBS algorithm in Example 4.2. ForRq[0], DLCP
determines P0[1, 2] following whichMMD1 is transmitted from vwh1 to vwh2, it reaches vwh2
at 3pm via L1,2 and is cached on vwh2 until the requested viewing time t[0] = 3 : 30pm. Since
MMD1 reaches vwh2 at time 2 : 40pm, vwh2 becomes a potential source besides vwh1 for the
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Figure 4.6: DBS constructs a time-constrained multicast tree with the corresponding schedul-
ing for Example 4.2.
second request Rq[1]. For Rq[1], DLCP finds path P1[2, 3] as the cost-effective path. Following
P1[2, 3] generated by DLCP, MMD1 is transmitted to vwh3 via L2,3, and cached on vwh3
until the requested viewing time t[1] = 5 : 00pm. Therefore, a multicast tree is constructed as
shown in Figure 4.6 (a), and the corresponding scheduling for the stream operation is shown
as Figure 4.6 (b). The total cost to serve both requests following DBS is the sum of the
transmission cost and caching cost, $4.70.
4.4 Simulation study
In this section, we compare the performance of DBS with other multicast algorithms which
can be applied to VOR services. Due to the large size of MMDs, multicast algorithms should
consider the situation wherein the topology of the network is subject to change due to link
availability and cache space constraints. Furthermore, in VOR services, multicast trees should
be constructed with varying end-to-end delays according to the viewing times of requests. One
such implementation is discussed in [144]. We tune the algorithm in [144] to fit the situations in
VOR systems and refer to it simply as shortest path tree (SPT) algorithm. Other algorithms
that can apply to such situations algorithms are SBS1 and SBS2, which are proposed in
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Figure 4.7: Average cost per request versus request rate.
System parameters: T = 100 min.
Chapter 3. We also compare the algorithm performance with a unicast algorithm U-SLCP
[149]. The simulation model is the same as that in Chapter 3. Please refer to Chapter 3.3.1
for details.
4.4.1 Comparison of average service cost
To compare the average service cost of different strategies, we first consider the cases that
the network resources are sufficient so that all the strategies can achieve the equal acceptance
ratio α = 1.0. Later, we will discuss the cases where the network resources are insufficient
and the acceptance ratio is less than 1.0.
Figure 4.7 compares the service cost per request of the five algorithms with respect to different
request rates (λ). Since SPT, SBS1, SBS2, and DBS algorithms attempt to deliver MMDs
via multicast trees, the average cost per request can be reduced by multicasting MMDs in
the network. Hence, the average service cost per request of SPT, SBS1, SBS2, and DBS
algorithms decreases as the request rate increases; the average service cost per request of
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Figure 4.8: Average service cost for per-min stream versus time constraint.
System parameters: λ=0.5req./min.
unicast algorithm U-SLCP almost remains the same as the increase of the request rate. As
we can see, DBS has lower service costs compared to other algorithms. The lowest curve is
the theoretical cost line which is deducted from (2.13) and represents the lower bound of the
average service cost per request C. As we can see, C of algorithm DBS is lower than that of
the other algorithms and it is very close to the lower bound, which testifies its cost efficiency.
Figure 4.8 compares C of algorithm DBS w.r.t. time constraint T when request rate per
user is 0.006 req./hr for 5000 users or λ = 0.5 req./min on each VWH. A low C means
that the network resources required by servicing a request is low, which is beneficial for the
service providers. However, if the value of T to obtain the minimal C is large, it means
requests should be submitted much earlier before the actual viewing times, which may not
be convenient to subscribers. In Figure 4.8, we can see that DBS successfully balances the
caching and transmission cost and achieves a low average service cost even under a small
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Figure 4.9: Average service cost for per-min stream w.r.t. the length of MMDs.
System parameters: λ=0.5req./min, T=100min.
value of time constraint T .
Figure 4.9 compares the average service cost for delivering per-minute stream of the five
algorithms with respect to the length of MMD streams b. It shows that algorithm DBS
besides the other multicast algorithms SPT, SBS1 and SBS2 have the potential to reduce the
service cost per-minute stream as the length of media b increases. Meanwhile, DBS is more
cost efficient for delivering media streams than the other algorithms, as shown in Figure 4.9.
4.4.2 Effect of finite cache space and link bandwidth
When network resources (link bandwidth and cache space) are limited and not all the requests
can be successfully serviced, the system should maximize the number of requests which can
be accepted under limited resources. To evaluate the performance of different strategies, we
compare both the acceptance ratio and the average service cost per request.
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Figure 4.10: Performance comparison w.r.t. cache capacity.
System parameters: Bd=100Mbps, λ=0.5req./min, T=100min.
Figure 4.10 compares algorithm performance with respect to different cache capacities Cache.
In Figure 4.10 (a), DBS obtains higher acceptance ratio than SBS and SPT algorithms,
because DBS attempts to deliver MMDs to destinations just-on-time or at a time slightly
earlier than the requested viewing times to reduce the cache space required. When Cache ≤
40%, the two sources-based algorithms SBS1 and SBS2 obtain a lower C than DBS, but at
expense of lower acceptance ratio α. It means there are still some parts of resources that are
wasted and can not be fully used for services. When Cache ≥ 40%, SBS1, SBS2 and DBS
have almost the same α but DBS obtains a lower C than the other algorithms, as shown in
Figure 4.10 (b).
Figure 4.11 compares the performance of the five algorithms with respect to various link
bandwidth, Bd. In Figure 4.11 (a), we can see that multicast algorithms SPT, SBS1, SBS2
and DBS have higher α than the unicast algorithm U-SLCP. Acceptance ratio of DBS is
slightly lower than SBS1 and SBS2 when link bandwidth Bd is less than 20 Mbps. This is
because DBS attempts to deliver MMDs as late as possible, which reduces the service cost;
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Figure 4.11: Performance comparison w.r.t. link bandwidth.
System parameters: Cache=50%, λ=0.5req./min, T=100min.
however, it may affect α as the link bandwidth is low. On the other hand, α of the three
multicast algorithms are so close that they seem to saturate at the same level. In Figure 4.11
(b), we can see DBS is able to obtain a low average service cost as SBS1 and SBS1 algorithms.
Figure 4.12 (a) and (b) compares α and C of the five algorithms at the increase of the time
constraint T , respectively. When T is small, there is a high requirement on the link bandwidth.
Hence, in Figure 4.12 (a), α of DBS is slightly lower than the other multicast algorithm, when
T is less than 50 minutes. However, when T increases, α of DBS increases and it is higher
than that of the other algorithms when T is more than 50 minutes. It is because DBS delivers
MMDs as late as possible which lowers the cache requirements. We observe that algorithm
DBS can achieve a good performance associated with both acceptance ratio and the average
service cost, as shown in Figures 4.12 (a) and (b).
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Figure 4.12: Performance comparison w.r.t. time constraint.
System parameters: Bd=100Mbps, Cache=50%, λ=0.5req./min.
4.4.3 Effect of video partitioning
From Figures 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12, we observe that the acceptance ratio is significantly af-
fected when network resources are extremely constrained. To improve the acceptance ratio
further, we consider partitioning MMDs into multiple smaller potions and delivery them in
the network. If an MMD is partitioned into several smaller portions, different portions of
the MMD can be delivered to a destination following different paths, which will relieve the
bandwidth requirement along one single path. Furthermore, since the original viewing time
serves as the ultimate deadline for the complete MMD, each portion of an MMD need not
reach the destinations at this requested viewing time. Thus in this case, the scheduler enjoys
the flexibility to adjust the deadline of each portion according to the original viewing time,
to improve the acceptance ratio. To study the performance of algorithms when MMDs are
partitioned, we partition each MMD uniformly into smaller portions of the same size and we
consider each portion of an MMD as an individual stream.
Figure 4.13 compares the acceptance ratio α as MMDs are now partitioned into multiple
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Figure 4.13: Acceptance ratio versus partition times.
System parameters: Bd=100Mbps, λ=0.5 req./min, T=100min.
portions. The x-axis, number of portions, represents how many portions that an MMD is
partitioned into. When the number of portions is 1, it means MMDs are delivered without
being partitioned. In Figures 4.13 (a) and (b), we can see α of DBS is greatly improved as each
MMD is partitioned into smaller portions. This is because the requirement of cache space is
significantly reduced in DBS algorithm, when an MMD is partitioned into multiple portions.
While SPT, SBS1, and SBS2 try to deliver each portion to destinations as soon as possible,
the requirement of caching space is much higher for these algorithms than DBS algorithm.
Hence, we can see α of SPT, SBS1, or SBS2 is not improved as much as that of DBS algorithm.
When cache space is extremely low (as a bottleneck) and link bandwidth is relatively high as
Figure 4.13 (b), we observe that α of DBS has been increased by approximately 30% as the
number of portions increases from 1 to 5, which is indeed a significant improvement.
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4.5 Concluding Remarks
In both source-based and destination-based stream scheduling algorithms, a copy of an MMD
can be dynamically cached on a VWH, which helps to reduce the transmission cost and
balance the network traffic. For instance, the VWHs which keep a copy of an MMD can
act as potential sources for future requests. Thus, at a VWH, when the outgoing link has
insufficient bandwidth and if the VWH has adequate space to cache the MMD then it will
do so until the outgoing link becomes available. In the event that a copy is to be cached at a
VWH, the system can use this additional copy to serve additional requests, thus increasing the
acceptance ratio. Therefore, both source-based and destinations-based algorithms attempt to
cache the MMDs at the vantage sites dynamically to improve the acceptance ratio.
Although both the algorithms yield polynomial-time complexities, the essential difference lies
in the applicability of the algorithms as per the computing capabilities. From the description
of the algorithms, we observe that for source-based stream scheduling algorithms, the worse
time complexity of serving one request is influenced by both the number of sources and the
total number of nodes in the network. However, for destination-based stream scheduling
algorithm, the worst case complexity is only related to the total number of nodes as given by
O(|V |2).
Finally, in these proposed algorithms, it must be emphasized that MMDs are transmitted
and cached as a complete entity among different VWHs. However, the utilization of network
resources would be low due to the large size of MMDs. As mentioned in the mathematical
analysis in Section 4.2, the acceptance ratio is influenced by the transmission delay on a link
when the link bandwidth is limited. Therefore, it is wiser to expect that the acceptance ratio
could be increased when complete MMDs are partitioned into several smaller potions. This
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propositioning and retrieving the portions of a single video document is particularly suitable
when link bandwidth becomes a bottleneck. However, in this chapter, we do not discuss how
to optimize the performance by partitioning and caching video streams. We are going to
study video partition schemes in the following chapter.
95
Chapter 5
Strategies of Video Partitioning and
Caching
As it requires significant amount of cache resources to cache media streams completely, seg-
menting/partitioning media streams and caching streams partially have attracted a lot of
research in the domain of media caching. In distributed multimedia systems, where multiple
servers can interact with each other to deliver video streams cooperatively for clients, network
resources are associated with bandwidth and cache space. To efficiently utilize both kinds
of network resources, stream caching schemes make decisions on: 1) which video segments
or video portions should be cached, 2) where to cache them, 3) how long a segment/portion
should be cached.
In this chapter, our focus is geared towards designing a strategy for video distribution and
analyzing the performance in terms of metrics such as average service cost and acceptance ratio
(fraction of the requests that are successfully served), which are from the perspective of service
providers in offering such services. Our objective is to maximize the number of users and
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minimize the total caching cost and transmission cost of servicing user requests demanding a
set of heterogenous video streams. We propose a window-assisted video partitioning strategy
and employ an idea of partitioning video streams into portions and caching them either
permanently or dynamically on the local servers for near-future use. Our strategy considers
distributing video streams before the assigned deadlines to guarantee the services within a
time constraint. By employing partitioning, we strike a trade-off in delivering a superior
performance in terms of meeting the quality of services. We validate all the performance by
rigorous analysis and examine the performance with various factors such as popularity of the
videos, resources availability, and the time constraint that the system provides for clients.
5.1 Video Partitioning
Assuming an MMD is partitioned into several smaller portions, each portion needs to be
delivered to the destination VWHs in order to ensure a continuous playback. Since different
portions can be scheduled to arrive at a destination from multiple sources and by multiple
paths, partitioning video streams may reduce the access latency and the service cost. On
the other hand, it may incur the overhead to find an individual path for each portion. In
this section, we will analyze how video partitioning influences the average cost for serving
a request at first. Then, we will present our Window-assisted Video Partitioning (WAVP)
strategy, which aims to optimize the service cost by partitioning video streams under certain
partition overhead.
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Figure 5.1: Example 5.1: Serving requests by either caching or retransmitting video portions.
5.1.1 Mathematical analysis
Example 5.1: Given a request Rq[j]=<MMDi, vwhd, t[j]> demands MMDi to reach the
destination VWH, vwhd, on or before the viewing time t[j], which is its arrival time plus
the time constraint T. If MMDi is partitioned into Ni portions in the temporal domain, as
MMDi={Mi,1,Mi,2, · · ·,Mi,k, · · ·,Mi,Ni}, the deadlines that each portion needs to arrive at
vwhd for request Rq[j] can be listed as {t[j][1], t[j][2], · · ·, t[j][k], · · ·, t[j][Ni]}.
t[j][k] = t[j] + li,k, (1 ≤ k ≤ Ni) (5.1)
where t[j][k] is the deadline for the k-th portion, li,k is the length from the start of MMDi
to the start of portion Mi,k. As we can see, after partitioning video stream, the deadline of
each portion can be later than the original viewing time t[j].
As shown in the example in Figure 5.1, two successive requests, Rq[j − 1] and Rq[j], demand
MMDi to be played on vwhd by time t[j − 1] and t[j], respectively. Both of them have the
time constraint T and the system tries to serve them at their respective deadlines. Figure
5.1 uses portion Mi,k as an example to demonstrate the scheduling policy for each porion of
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requested MMDi. To serve request Rq[j − 1], portion Mi,k is cached on vwhd from time
t[j− 1][k] to the end of its playback (t[j− 1][k]+ bi,k), where bi,k is the length of portion Mi,k.
Request Rq[j] arrives at time (t[j] − T ) = (t[j][k] − li,k − T ). When request Rq[j] arrives,
portion Mi,k may have already been staged in the destination vwhd as shown in Figure 5.1
(a). In this case,Mi,k is cached on vwhd until (t[j][k]+bi,k), the end of its playback for serving
Rq[j]. If portion Mi,k has not been stored in vwhd before the arrival of Rq[j], it needs to be
transmitted from other VWH to vwhd as shown in Figure 5.1 (b).
The service cost to deliver portion Mi,k includes the cost for transmitting it to vwhd and the
cost for caching it on vwhd. Let Ct denote the price for transmitting MMDi from a source
vwhs in the network to vwhd, and let Cc denote the price for caching MMDi on vwhd for a
minute, so γ = Ct/Cc is the price ratio. Consider the two cases in the above example, the




Cc · bi,kbi · τ, if 0 ≤ τ ≤ (T + li,k + bi,k)
Ct · bi,kbi + Cc ·
bi,k
bi
· bi,k, if (T + li,k + bi,k) < τ
(5.2)
where τ is the interval between t[j − 1] and t[j], bi is the length of MMDi, and bi,k is the
length of portion Mi,k.














λi · e−λit dt (5.3)
where λi is the arrival rate of the requests demanding MMDi on vwhd. It may be noted
that all the requests are assumed to be successfully served. However, when resources are
not sufficient, there must be some requests dropped by the system. Here, we assume that
the system has a proper admission control so as to admit requests under the constraints of
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network resources, and λi is the arrival rate of the requests which are accepted/admitted to
serve with guaranteed quality of services.










From (5.4), we can see that Ci,k varies for every portion. If MMDi is partitioned into Ni
portions, each portion Mi,k, ∀k ∈ [1, Ni] will fall into one of the three cases below. To
minimize Ci,k, we consider these cases one by one.
Case A: li,k < (γ − T − 1/λi)
If li,k < (γ − T − 1/λi), the first part in (5.4), [Ct−Cc · (T + li,k)− Ccλi ] > 0. In this case, Ci,k







which is equal to the service cost for caching portion Mi,k permanently on vwhd. We regard
these portions as the prefixes of MMDi, since it is cost-effective to cache them permanently





· e−λi·(T+li,k+bi,k) · [Ct − Cc · (T + li,k)− Cc
λi
] (5.6)
Case B: (γ − T − 1/λi) ≤ li,k < (γ − T )
From (5.4), we can see that Ci,k decreases monotonically as (T + li,k) increases from 0 to γ.
When (γ − T − 1/λi) ≤ li,k < (γ − T ), service cost Ci,k is minimized as the value given by
(5.4).
Case C: (γ − T ) ≤ li,k
In (5.4), Ci,k increases monotonically as (T+li,k) ∈ [γ,∞). Therefore, when (γ − T ) ≤ li,k,
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· [1− e−λi·(γ+bi,k)] (5.7)
We use a schedule window, denoted as ∆wi,k, to determine whether to cache or retransmit a
requested portion Mi,k to serve the next request Rq[j]. That is, once request Rq[j] arrives, if
[t[j][k]− (t[j − 1][k] + bi,k)] ≤ ∆wi,k, Mi,k is cached on the destination to serve request Rq[j];
otherwise, Mi,k will be retransmitted from the network. Hence, C




Cc · bi,kbi · τ, if 0 ≤ τ ≤ (∆wi,k + bi,k)
Ct · bi,kbi + Cc ·
bi,k
bi
· bi,k, if (∆wi,k + bi,k) < τ
(5.8)














∞, if (Mi,k ∈ CaseA)
T + li,k, if (Mi,k ∈ CaseB)
γ, if (Mi,k ∈ CaseC)
(5.10)
Thus, the average service cost Ci,k can be minimized as (5.5), (5.4) and (5.7), if portion Mi,k
belongs to Case A, B or C, respectively. Schedule windows in (5.10) optimizes the average
service cost by balancing the transmission cost and the caching cost. For example, in Case A,
the minimal Ci,k is achieved by caching those portions permanently on vwhd, which increases
the caching cost, however, avoids a high transmission cost in this case. For those portions in
Case B or Case C, rather than permanently cache them on the destinations, it is cost-effective
to update them according to respective schedule windows.
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Let Ci denote the average cost for serving a request demanding MMDi on vwhd. As MMDi





Theorem 1. If MMDi with bi > (γ − T − 1/λi) is partitioned into multiple portions, the
average service cost Ci can be reduced compared to distributingMMDi without partitioning.
Proof: According to above analysis, after partitioning MMDi into multiple portions as




























Case A : li,k < (γ − T − 1/λi)
Case B : (γ − T − 1/λi) ≤ li,k < (γ − T )
Case C : (γ − T ) ≤ li,k
(5.14)
with li,k ∈ [0, bi), (1 ≤ k ≤ Ni).
If MMDi is not partitioned, substitute bi,k = bi, Ni = 1 and li,k = 0 into (5.12), (5.13),
and (5.14). Hence, the minimum of average service cost without video partitioning can be
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· [1− e−λi·(γ+bi)], if γ ≤ T
(5.15)
Compared to the service cost after video partitioning, the average service cost without parti-





where Ni and bi,k are given by (5.12).
Consider the three conditions in (5.15):
1) When T < (γ− 1/λi), if partitioning MMDi with bi > (γ−T − 1/λi) as mentioned in the
theorem, there must be portions in Case A and perhaps some portions in Case B or C as in
(5.13). Comparing to X with the condition T < (γ − 1/λi) in (5.14), we have Xa(k) = X,
Xb(k) < X and Xc(k) < X, ∀k ∈ [1, Ni]. Hence, in this case, the average service cost by
partitioning MMDi can be less than the service cost without video partitioning.
2) When (γ − 1/λi) ≤ T < γ, since (γ − 1/λi − T ) ≤ 0, no portions belong to Case A
with li,k > (γ − T − 1/λi). Only those portions in Case B or C in (5.14) may appear.
Comparing with X with the condition (γ − 1/λi) ≤ T < γ in (5.15), we have Xb(k) < X and
Xc(k) < X, ∀k ∈ [1, Ni]. Thus, in this case, the average service cost Ci will be reduced by
video partitioning.
3) If partitioning a video when γ ≤ T , all the portions satisfy Case C as li,k > (γ − T ).
Compared to X with the condition γ ≤ T in (5.15), Ci is reduced as Xc(k) < X, ∀k ∈ [1, Ni].
Therefore, the average service cost can be reduced as MMDi is partitioned into multiple
portions.
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From the above analysis, we know that it is possible to reduce the service cost by partition-
ing a video stream into multi-portions. Although the video partitioning gives flexibility to
the scheduler and attempts to reduce the total consumption of the network resources, the
complexity of locating cost-effective paths for each portion may run high. Thus, the ser-
vice providers, before they attempt to use this video partitioning scheme, must estimate how
many portions a video must be partitioned so that the overhead can be kept as low as possi-
ble. Meanwhile, video partitioning schemes should try to minimize the service cost when an
MMD is partitioned into certain number of portions.
Theorem 2. If MMDi is partitioned into Ni portions, the average cost for serving a request








Proof of Theorem 2: From the above analysis, the minimal value of Ci,k in Case C is lower
than that in Case A and Case B. Therefore, as MMDi is partitioned into Ni portions, the






bi,k · [1− e−λi·(γ+bi,k)] (5.18)
The value can be achieved when T ≥ γ, because each portion will satisfy the condition of
Case C, li,k ≥ γ − T .






+ Φ · ∂F (bi,1,bi,2,···,bi,Ni )
∂bi,k
= 0, (1 ≤ k ≤ Ni)
F (bi,1, bi,2, · · ·, bi,Ni) = bi −
∑Ni
k=1 bi,k = 0
where Φ is a constant.
By solving the above equations, we have







[1− (1− λi · bi,k) · e−λi·(γ+bi,k)] + Φ = 0, (1 ≤ k ≤ Ni)
bi −∑Nik=1 bi,k = 0








(5.17) provides a lower bound of the average service cost as MMDi is partitioned into Ni
portions. This value can be approached as MMDi is partitioned to Ni portions of identical
length when T ≥ γ. When T < γ, Ci would be higher than the value given by (5.17). It
is reasonable, since a long time constraint enables the system to reduce the service cost by
managing the resources in a cost-effective way. When T < γ, if one employs non-identical
partitioning (portions of various length), it may be possible to achieve lower service cost than
partitioning MMDi into portions of identical length. However, given the number Ni, the
average service cost Ci will be no less than the right side of (5.17).
In real-life situations, it is difficult to manage cache or storage devices with various-sized cache
blocks. Therefore, for the ease of implementation, we partition each MMD into portions of
length u minutes, where u is referred to as partition gradient. In a multiple-file system, given












where n is the total number of the MMDs and λ is the total request rate of all the MMDs.




portions of the length u minutes.
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5.1.2 Window-Assisted Video Partitioning (WAVP)
The above analysis provides us a mathematical foundation to design efficient video parti-
tioning schemes within the constraint of service delay. To optimize the service cost, our
window-assisted video partitioning (WAVP) strategy attempts to partition video into multi-
ple portions according to partition gradient u and manage them with schedule windows. We
now describe the strategy of WAVP.
Window-assisted Video Partitioning (WAVP):
Step1: Partition MMDs into multiple portions according to the partition gradient
u. On each VWH, cache those portions, which belong to Case A and with the highest
cost savings according to (5.6), until the available cache space is less than a threshold
K. Label those portions as “prefix”.
Step2: When a request Rq[j]=<MMDi, vwhd, t[j]> arrives, schedule each portion
of the requested MMDi.
Condition 1: For a portion labelled as “prefix”, cache it permanently on vwhd.
Condition 2: For a portion without a label, calculate its schedule window as
∆wi,k=min{T+li,k, γ}. If [t[j][k] − (t[j − 1][k] + bi,k) − ∆wi,k] ≤ 0, stage the portion
Mi,k on vwhd until the end of the playing time (t[j][k] + bi,k); otherwise, transmit it to
vwhd by t[j][k] and cache it until the end of the playing time (t[j][k] + bi,k).
Step3: Repeat step 2 for each portion, if all the portions can be successfully served,
accept the request and reserve the resources; otherwise, drop the request.
When the cache capacity is constrained, the threshold K is to avoid caching too many prefixes
on each VWH. We define a parameter Cache as the ratio of cache capacity to the total size of
all the MMDs, and set K equal to (1− Cache) times the cache capacity. When cache space
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is enough to cache all the MMDs, the threshold K is set 0.
In WAVP strategy, the condition of the prefixes, li,k < (γ − T − 1/λi), is in favor of the
initial portions with small li,k and the popular videos with high access rate λi. The key idea
behind this mechanism is to save the bandwidth consumption and reduce the access latency
as well. Meanwhile, the values of price ratio γ, the delay bound T and the available cache
space, will also influence WAVP in determining whether to permanently cache a portion or to
dynamically update it on each destination VWH. As a portion is updated dynamically, the































Figure 5.2: Example 5.2: An example of WAVP.
Example 5.2: To understand the workings of WAVP strategy, let us consider a simple
example. VWHs A and B are connected to the network as shown in Figure 5.2 (a), where Ct
and Cc represent transmission cost via the link and caching price per minute for a requested
MMDi, respectively. Requests Rq[0] and Rq[1] demand MMDi to be played at server B by
time t[0]=9:00pm, t[1]=9:30pm, respectively. Both of them have the time constraint T=5.0
minutes. MMDi lasts 100 minutes and it is available on A at time 9:00pm. Figures 5.2 (b)
and (c) are two different strategies of video partitioning. In Strategy 1, as shown in Figure 5.2
(b), MMDi is partitioned into Portion 1 and Portion 2 of the size 20% and 80% of MMDi,
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Table 5.1: Partition Example 5.1.
Partitioning strategy Transmission cost Caching cost Total cost
Strategy 1 (20:80) 1.8 1.44 3.24
Strategy 2 (50:50) 1.5 1.2 2.7
respectively. In Strategy 2,MMDi is partitioned into 2 portions of the same size, as shown in
Figure 5.2 (c). Table 5.1 shows the costs for serving Rq[0] and Rq[1] by the two partitioning
strategies.
In Strategy 1, when request Rq[1] arrives at time 9:25pm, Portion 1 has been deleted and
Portion 2 is still cached on B. Hence, system retransmits Portion 1 to B and caches Portion 2
to serve Rq[1]. The transmission cost for serving the two requests is 1.5×(0.2+0.8+0.2) = 1.8.
Since Portion 1 is cached on B for 40 minutes and Portion 2 is cached on B for 80+ 30 = 110
minutes, the total caching cost is 0.015× (0.2× 40 + 0.8× 110) = 1.44. Therefore, the total
service cost is the sum of transmission cost and caching cost 1.8 + 1.44 = 3.24. Strategy
2 in Figure 5.2 (c) exemplifies the workings of WAVP, in which MMDi is partitioned into
two portions of identical size, 50% of MMDi. Here, we consider neither of the two portions
are prefixes, so both of them are transmitted to B to serve Rq[0]. Portion 1 is scheduled by
the window of the size ∆wi,1 = min{T + li,1, γ} = min{5 + 0, 100} = 5, and Portion 2 is
scheduled by the window of the size ∆wi,2 = min{T+li,2, γ} = min{5+50, 100} = 55 minutes,
respectively. For request Rq[1], Portion 1 has [t[1][1]− (t[0][1] + bi,1)−∆wi,1]=[9:30− (9:00+
50)− 5]=−25; Portion 2 has [t[1][2]− (t[0][2] + bi,2)−∆wi,2]=[10:20− (9:50+ 50)− 55]=−75.
Since both the portions satisfy the condition [t[1][k] − (t[0][k] + bi,k) − ∆wi,k] ≤ 0, they are
cached on B to serve Rq[1]. Thus, the total service cost of WAVP is 2.7, which includes the
transmission cost for both portions 1.5 × (0.5 + 0.5) = 1.5 and the caching cost for them
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0.015 × [0.5 × (50 + 30) + 0.5 × (50 + 30)] = 1.2. As we can see, WAVP reduces the service
cost of the first strategy, with both lower transmission cost and lower caching cost.
5.1.3 Efficient resource utilization by video partitioning
In real-life situations, network resources (link bandwidth and cache capacity) are limited and
average service cost will be affected by the resource availability. When one kind of resources
is lower compared to the other, the system needs to manage the resources to make up for
the shortage of one kind of resources. When both the two kinds of resources are extremely
constrained, the system should maximize the number of requests that can be successfully
served. We will show that our proposed WAVP is able to improve resource utilization by
tackling the trade off between the available cache and bandwidth resources.
We consider WAVP partitions MMDs by reducing the current partition gradient into one half.
Therefore, MMDi is partitioned into Ni = [
bi
u
] portions, where Ni changes as Ni = 2
q, (0 ≤
q ≤ log2[ biu ]), and q is referred to as the partition factor. To analyze the average service cost,
we first assume the system can serve all the requests successfully during the change of q.
Theorem 3. In WAVP, when the destinations can cache all the prefixes permanently, both
the average service per request and average caching cost per request are in non-increasing
order of partition factor q. Furthermore, the average transmission cost per request is in
non-decreasing order of partition factor q.
Proof of Theorem 3: As WAVP partitions MMDs into multiple portions, the average service






· Ci = ∑ni=1(λiλ ·∑Nik=1Ci,k)
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where Ni = [
bi
u
] is the number of portions that MMDi is partitioned into. If all the prefixes,
the portions with li,k < (γ − T − 1/λi), can be cached on vwhd, Ci,k is given by (5.5), (5.4)
and (5.7) for respective Cases A, B and C, as stated in Section 5.1.1.
Let Cit denote the average transmission cost for serving a request demanding MMDi. The












where Ci,kt the average transmission cost per request for portion Mi,k. According to (5.8),




0, if 0 ≤ τ ≤ (∆wi,k + bi,k)
Ct · bi,kbi , if (∆wi,k + bi,k) < τ














0, if(Mi,k ∈ CaseA)
bi,k·Ct
bi
· e−λi·(T+li,k+bi,k), if(Mi,k ∈ CaseB)
bi,k·Ct
bi
· e−λi·(γ+bi,k), if(Mi,k ∈ CaseC)
(5.20)
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where Case A, B and C are as stated in Section 5.1.1, as all the prefixes, the portions with
li,k < (γ − T − 1/λi), can be cached on the destinations.
Since the service cost is the sum of the transmission cost and the caching cost, we have
C = Ct + Cc
where Cc is the average caching cost per request.
As partition gradient u decreases into one half, the partition factor q increases by one. That
is each portion is partitioned into two halves of identical size. Since every portion must fall
into Case A, B or C as stated in Section 5.1.1, we consider partitioning a portion of the three
cases one by one.
1) If a portion Mi,k in Case A is partitioned into two halves Mi,k1 and Mi,k2, the first portion
will belong to Case A, since li,k1 = li,k. The second portion may belong to Case A, B or C,
since li,k2 = li,k +
bi,k
2
. According to (5.5), (5.4) and (5.7), Ci,k in Case A is greater than Ci,k








. If the second portion belongs to Case B or C, C will decrease after the
partition.
Consider the average transmission cost: Since Ci,kt =0 in Case A and C
i,k
t > 0 in Case B or
C as in (5.20), Ct will increase if a new portion in Case B or C appears after the partition;
otherwise, the average transmission cost for the two halves will remain the same.
Consider the average caching cost: If a portion in Case A is partitioned into two halves in
Case A, since we have proved that C and Ct will not change, Cc will remain the same. If the
second portion belongs to Case B or C, since we have proved that C will decrease and Ct will
increase, hence, Cc = C − Ct will decrease.
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2) If a portion in Case B is partitioned into two halves, the first portion will belong to Case
B and the second portion may belong to Case B or Case C. If both the two portions belong




















}, which is less than the average cost to serve portion
Mi,k without being partitioned
bi,k
bi
·{e−λi·(T+li,k+bi,k) ·[Ct−Cc ·(T+li,k)− Ccλi ]+ Ccλi }. If the second





















· {e−λi·(T+li,k+bi,k) · [Ct−Cc · (T + li,k)− Ccλi ] + Ccλi }. Therefore, C must decrease as
a portion in Case B is partitioned into two halves.
Consider the average transmission cost: If both the two halves are in Case B, the average





















], which is greater than
bi,k·Ct
bi
· e−λi·(T+li,k+bi,k). Hence, Ct
will increase as a portion in Case B is partitioned into two halves.
Consider the average caching cost: Since we have proved that C will decrease and Ct will
increase after a portion in Case B is partitioned into two halves, hence, Cc = C − Ct will
decrease.
3) If a portion in Case C is partitioned into two halves, both of the two portions must belong
to Case C. Since the service cost for delivering them is less than the cost to deliver Mi,k
without being partitioned as
bi,k·Cc
bi·λi





· [1 − e−λi·(γ+bi,k)],
C will decrease if a portion in Case C is partitioned into two halves.
Consider the average transmission cost: Since the average transmission cost for the two














· e−λi·(γ+bi,k), Ct must increase after the partition.
Consider the average caching cost: Since we have proved that C will decrease and Ct will
increase after a portion in Case C is partitioned into two halves, hence, Cc = C − Ct will
decrease.
Therefore, when the destinations can cache all the prefixes, C and Cc are in non-increasing
order of partition factor q, while Ct is in non-decreasing order of partition factor q. Addi-
tionally, once a new portion in Case B or Case C appears after the partition, C and Cc must
decrease, while Ct must increase.
From the proof of Theorem 3, we know that partitioning the portions in Case B or C will
decrease the average service cost per request, and partitioning the prefixes, the portions in
Case A, may decrease the average service cost per request. Hence, the average service cost
per request can be reduced by WAVP as the increase of q. The saved service cost represents
abundant network resources, which enable the system to admit more requests so as to improve
the acceptance ratio. On the other hand, as q increases by one, each portion of the old size
is divided into two halves. Rather than dropping the old-sized portions from the cache or
retransmitting the new-sized portions from the network, the system can use each cached
portion for future requests. This mechanism avoids the waste of network resources and keeps
system smoothly updated as the change of the partition factor q.
Theorem 4. In WAVP, when the destinations can cache all the prefixes permanently, if
there is MMDi with bi/2 > (γ − T − 1/λi), as partition factor q increases, both average
service cost per request and average caching cost per request will decrease monotonically,
while the average transmission cost per request will increase monotonically. Furthermore, as
partition factor q changes, the average transmission cost per request will increase/decrease as
the average caching cost per request decreases/increases.
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Proof of Theorem 4: In Theorem 3, we have proved that when all the prefixes can be cached
permanently on the destinations, once a new portion in Case B or Case C appears after the
partition, C and Cc must decrease and Ct must increase.
If MMDi with bi/2 > (γ − T − 1/λi), as mentioned in the theorem, is partitioned into two
halves, the second portion will belong to Case B or Case C as li,2 = bi/2 > (γ − T − 1/λi).
Furthermore, once q increases by one, each portion will be partitioned into two halves and
there must be new portions in Case B or C. Therefore, if there is MMDi with bi/2 >
(γ−T − 1/λi) partitioned by WAVP, both C and Cc will decrease monotonically as partition
factor q increases and Ct will increase monotonically as q increases.
The above theorem gives us some useful insights: Firstly, the average caching/transmission
cost per request can be regarded as the amount of cache/bandwidth resources consumed for
serving a request. We can see as those MMDs are partitioned into multiple portions, the
changes of average transmission cost per request and the average caching cost per request
are complementary. This important feature enables the system to make up the shortage of
one kind of resources so as to balance the utilization of link bandwidth and network caching
resources. Secondly, the condition of bi/2 > (γ − T − 1/λi) is in favor of the MMDs of large
length bi, and it is influenced by price ratio γ, time constraint T and request rate λi. When all
of or most of the prefixes can be cached permanently on the destinations and there are more
MMDs satisfying the condition, we expect more cost savings achieved by video partitioning.
Finally, when the available resources vary from time to time, it is possible for the system to
adjust the factor q according to the statistical acceptance ratio measured online. However,
how to adjust the partition factor q adaptively to the changes of request rates and network
situations is beyond the scope of this study.
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5.2 Performance Study
To testify the efficiency of our WAVP, we compare the performance of WAVP with other two
strategies, which can be met in traditional distributed multimedia systems. One of them is
referred as Non-VP [13, 1], in which MMDs are not partitioned and each MMD is delivered
as an entity. The other strategy is referred as UVP [140], in which MMDs are partitioned
into portions of identical size and each portion is delivered as an individual video stream in
the network.
We examine the performance of all the strategies based on the NSF [147] network, which
consists of 14 nodes and 21 links representing a generic communication network connecting
14 main cities in US. Each node is equivalent to a VWH, supporting 5000 local clients in
sub-networks. We set the cost for caching an MMD on each VWH to be Cc=$0.015 per-min,
and the cost for transmitting an MMD via a link, varies from $1.5 to $27.0 depending on the
distance between different nodes in the network. In such a system, we set Ct of each VWH as
the link cost from the nearest node. We adapt DBS [150] as the routing algorithm because it
can not only deliver MMDs to destinations at the times close to the requested viewing times
but also in a cost-effective manner.
Requests arrive at each VWH according to Poisson distribution with average request rate λ,
and each request is required to be served when the delay is no more than T minutes. System
has 100 MMDs, and for the reason of simplicity we consider all the MMDs are of size 1.5 GB
and length of 100 minutes. The popularity of each MMD is set according to Zipf. distribution
[148] with the skew constant 0.271. When initializing the system, each MMD has only one
original source in the system. The sites of the original sources are allocated in the network
according to the popularity of each MMD so as to even the traffic on each VWH. In our
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simulation, we assume that each VWH has identical cache capacity. However, it can be easily
adjusted to be various. All our simulation results reflect the average values taken when the
system runs for 30 days to obtain stable values.
5.2.1 Comparison of average service cost per request


















































Figure 5.3: C versus time constraint.
System parameters: λ=0.5req./min, Cache=100%, Bd=100Mbps.
To compare the average service cost of different strategies, we try to avoid the situations that
a strategy achieves a lower average service cost per request C at the expense of dropping
many more requests. Therefore, we first consider the cases that the network resources are
sufficient so that all the strategies can achieve the equal acceptance ratio α = 1.0.
Figure 5.3 compares C of the three strategies, WAVP N=2, UVP N=2, and Non-VP, as the
increase of time constraint T. Here, N denotes the number of the portions that each MMD
is partitioned into, for example, in WAVP N=2, each MMD is partitioned into 2 portions.
Firstly, we can see C of all the strategies decrease as T increases. When the time constraint
is more than 300 minutes, all of them approach the lower bound, which is derived by (5.19)
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in Section 5.1.1. It is reasonable since a large time constraint enables the system to manage
network resources efficiently so as to reduce the service cost. Secondly, when T is smaller
than 40 minutes, C of UVP is higher than that of Non-VP. This is because partitioning video
streams under a small time constraint incurs much transmission cost. However, WAVP sched-
ules video portions with optimal windows and selects certain portions to cache permanently
on the WVHs, which balances the transmission cost and the caching cost especially when the
time constraint is very small. In Figure 5.3 a) and b), we can see WAVP achieves a lower
average service cost than the other two strategies.
Although providing services with low C is beneficial to the service provider, however, if the
value of T to obtain the minimal C is large, it means long service delays, which may not be
convenient for subscribers. WAVP successfully balances the trade off between service cost
and time constraint and it is able to achieve a low service cost under a small value of time
constraint. When T=0 as shown in Figure 5.3 a), C of WAVP N=2 is only 56% and 50% of
the strategies Non-VP and UVP N=2, respectively, which is a significant improvement.




















































Figure 5.4: C versus request rate.
System parameters: Cache=100%, Bd=100Mbps.
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Figure 5.4 compares C of the three strategies with variation of the request rate, λ. As λ
increases, C of all the three strategies decrease. This is because VWHs can cache media
portions and those cached portions can be shared by multiple requests which arrive closely in
time. Figure 5.4 shows that WAVP achieves lower C than the other two strategies. Especially
when T is small as shown in Figure 5.4 a), WAVP N=2 greatly reduces the average service
cost and its C is close to the lower bound, which testifies its efficiency.


















































Figure 5.5: C versus partition times.
System parameters: λ=0.5req./min, Cache=100%, Bd=100Mbps.
Figure 5.5 compares C w.r.t. N , the number of portions that each MMD is partitioned
into. In Figure 5.5 a), the partitioning scheme UVP has higher C than both Non-VP and
WAVP, and it gradually increases C as N increases. This is because of the high transmission
cost to deliver video portions when T is small. However, WAVP is able to achieve lower C
than the others for the reason we have already explained. In Figure 5.5 a), WAVP does not
greatly decrease C as q increases, because the condition that C decreases monotonically as
the increase of q is bi/2 > (γ − T − 1λi ), stated in Theorem 4, can be satisfied by only a few
MMDs when T is small. Although there is no obvious decrease of C of WAVP as partition
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factor q increases, WAVP maintains low C and it does not increase C, which is in agreement
with Theorem 3. When T is large as shown in Figure 5.5 b), both WAVP and UVP can
reduce their C as partitioning MMDs into more portions. In both the two cases in Figures
5.5 a) and b), WAVP achieves much lower C than UVP and Non-VP.
5.2.2 Effect of finite cache space and link bandwidth
When resources are constrained in amount and there are too many requests, the system may
have to refuse some requests so as to maintain the quality of services. Hence, the acceptance
ratio may be less than 1.0. To evaluate the performance of different strategies, we are going
to compare both the acceptance ratio and the average service cost per request.

















































Figure 5.6: Effect of finite cache capacity.
System parameters: λ=0.5req./min, Bd=100Mbps, T=5min.
Figure 5.6 compares the performance of WAVP N=2, UVP N=2 and Non-VP as the increase
of cache capacity Cache. In Figure 5.6 a), it is shown that both the partitioning schemes
WAVP and UVP achieve higher acceptance ratios than Non-VP. This is because the required
cache space is reduced as videos are partitioned into multiple portions. We can see WAVP and
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UVP reach the saturation value early than Non-VP as the value of Cache increases. When
Cache ≥ 40%, all the three strategies maximize the acceptance ratio with α=1.0. However,
when Cache ≥ 40%, WAVP achieves lower C than both Non-VP and UVP, as shown in Figure
5.6 b). Meanwhile, as Cache increases, C of WAVP decreases and the distances between C
of WAVP and that of UVP and Non-VP are widened.


















































Figure 5.7: Effect of finite link bandwidth.
System parameters: λ=0.5req./min, Cache=50%, T=5min.
Figure 5.7 compares the performance of the three strategies with respect to various link band-
width, Bd. Since partitioning MMDs under a small time constraint incurs much transmission
cost, it will affect acceptance ratio of UVP when the link bandwidth is low. Hence, we see
UVP has lower α than Non-VP, when Bd < 70Mbps as show in Figure 5.7 a). Due to the
same reason, UVP has higher C than Non-VP, when Bd ≥ 70Mbps and both of them achieve
α=1.0 as shown in Figure 5.7 b). However, since WAVP takes the advantage of schedule
windows during video partitioning, it is able to balance the caching and transmission cost.
In Figures 5.7 a) and b), we can see WAVP achieves higher acceptance ratio with much lower
service cost than Non-VP and UVP.
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5.2.3 Effect of balancing cache and bandwidth resources












































Figure 5.8: Performance comparison with variation of partition times.
System parameters: λ=0.5req./min, Cache=30%, Bd=50Mbps, T=5min.
When cache space and link bandwidth are insufficient to accept all the requests, we expect
our proposed WAVP can adjust partition factor q so as to balance all available resources and
maximize the acceptance ratio.
Figure 5.8 examines the efficiency of resources utilization when Cache = 30% and Bd =
50Mbps. In Figure 5.8 a), α of UVP decreases as N increases. This is because partitioning
MMDs into multiple portions incurs much transmission cost, so that α will be affected when
link bandwidth is extremely constrained. However, assisted by optimal schedule widows,
WAVP can efficiently utilize the two kinds of resources, link bandwidth and cache space,
so as to achieve higher α with lower C than the others. When Cache = 30%, most of the
prefixes can be cached, so that C of WAVP, as shown in Figure 5.8 b), deceases as q increases,
which is in agreement with our mathematical deduction in Theorem 4. Meanwhile, we note
that the decrease of WAVP’s C slows down especially when q ≥ 3. Therefore, for the system
to maximize the cost savings while avoiding high partition overheard, WAVP with partition
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factor q = 3 may be a better choice than that with q = 4 in this case.














































Figure 5.9: Performance comparison with variation of partition times.
System parameters: λ=0.5req./min, Cache=20%, Bd=50Mbps, T=5min.
Figure 5.9 examines the efficiency of resources utilization when Cache = 20% and Bd =
50Mbps. In Figure 5.9 a), α of UVP increases as N increases from 21 to 22, because parti-
tioning MMDs reduces the cache space requirement on VWHs. However, since transmission
cost increases after partitioning MMDs into more portions, we can see α of UVP decreases
as N increases from 22 to 24. WAVP can achieve higher α than the other two strategies, for
the reasons we have already explained. In Figure 5.9 b), although Non-VP has low C, it is
obtained at the expense of low α, which means some resources are wasted and can not be used
by other requests. Meanwhile, the system may favor WAVP with q = 2 or q = 3, because they
are able to achieve high α, low C, and at the same time with relative low partition overhead
compared with q = 4 in this case.
Thus, from our experiments above we observe that caching space and link bandwidth are two
kinds of essential network resources. In real-life situations, requests may be dropped due to
the limitation of certain network resources. When one kind of the resource is low and the
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other is relatively high, our experiments conclusively show that it is possible to increase the
acceptance ratio by fully utilizing the other kind of resources in a judicious way.
5.3 Concluding Remarks
Due to the large size of media streams and the critical requirement for delivering them, it
may not be cost-effective to retrieve video streams from a central repository. In a distributed
multimedia system, a pool of servers can store and deliver a large number of video streams
for clients according to their preferences. Partitioning video streams into multiple portions
enables multiple servers to deliver video streams cooperatively, and it can improve the system
throughput and reduce the access latency for the end users. Meanwhile, caching video portions
on vintage sites in the network can improve the utilization of the network resources and reduce
service cost significantly.
In this chapter, we analyzed video partitioning schemes, and our objective is to find effi-
cient ways of using all resources in distributed multimedia systems within the constraints of
providing guaranteed service to each request. We have proposed a practically useful video
distribution strategy that employs partitioning and caching techniques to optimize the aver-
age service cost per user and acceptance ratio. A mathematical analysis is conducted based
on the time constraint and the resource constraints within the system such as bandwidth
availability, storage/cache space availability on a node, and movie availability at the required
time instant, etc. We have derived certain important conditions that capture these resource
availabilities to help to decide whether or not partitioning to favor any optimization. When
resources are insufficient, our proposed strategy can balance the utilization of available cache
and bandwidth resources to maximize the acceptance ratio with low average service cost.
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Our work is particularly suitable for the delay sensitive applications in distributed multimedia
systems, since it considers continuous media streams of large size and guarantees the services
with delay bounds. Generally, when cache space is constrained, local servers will cache video
portions in favor of the popular streams and the initial portions. We show that cache duration
of each portion is also influenced by transmission schemes, delay bound and the available
resources. An extension is to realize a practicable working system using the proposed strategy
to render differential classes of services. Additionally, it will be much more beneficial if the
system can adjust the partition factor so as to gracefully cope with the changes of video
popularity and network situations.
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Chapter 6
Experimental Study of Video
Distribution Strategies
All our study presented so far is based on theoretical analysis and simulation studies. In
previous chapters, it is shown that resource utilization can be considerably improved by
caching, partitioning, and multicasting media streams in a VoR system. Consequently, it is
essential to implement our strategies and study their behaviors in real life situations.
In this chapter, a prototype of a network-based VoR system is designed and implemented to
render time-constrained multimedia services. To guarantee the QoS, our experimental sys-
tem tries to manage the network resources to distribute streams under time-constraints. We
will examine the performance of our proposed algorithms and study the combined effects of
different algorithms in term of various influencing parameters concerning the network envi-
ronments. We attempt validating our studies on a fairly large scale system which is expected
of a VoR infrastructure described in the next section.















Figure 6.1: Network diagram for implementing a VoR system.
6.1 Experimental System
6.1.1 System model
Our experimental system consists of a scheduler, a set of VWHs, and clients which are con-
nected as shown in Figure 6.1. The scheduler is in charge of request scheduling and resource
management. VWHs are media servers with large cache capacity supporting a pool of local
clients. Requests can be served by either the MMDs stored in local VWHs or the MMDs
transmitted from remote VWHs in the network. Since VWHs are connected to the network
with I/O interface, they work co-operatively to improve the performance. For example, to
serve an urgent request with a short time-constraint, the system may be able to transmit the
initial portions from a server with higher service cost and transmit the remaining portions
from servers with lower service costs to the destination so as to reduce the service cost while
guaranteeing the playback according to the required time-constraints.
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VWH P3 256 150 Linux 14
Scheduler P4 1000 30 WinXp 1
6.1.2 Hardware and software
In our experimental system, video warehouses (VWHs) are the media servers, which are in
charge of executing stream operations, such as transmitting, receiving, caching video streams.
We use Linux servers as VWHs, because Linux operating system (OS) has the advantage of
much reliable and stable performance for stream operation. Further, Linux can provide a true
multi-tasking environment for the multi-process applications. The scheduler is the central
manager of the system and it acts as an information and command center which generates
commands for each VWH to serve requests according to different scheduling algorithms. In
our system, the scheduler runs on Windows platform and it allocates and reserves network
resources by sending command to respective VWHs. These commands are sent out from the
scheduler to VWHs by sockets supporting TCP/IP protocols. The hardware configuration of
the system is listed in Table 6.1.
Figure 6.2 shows the software architecture of our experimental system. The functions of media
server VWHs include two modules: Requests Management, and Stream Operation. Each of
them is based on multi-threaded programs. Requests Management module is mainly in charge
of collecting the local requests to pass on to the central scheduler. The Stream Operation
module is responsible for executing the commands of the scheduler such as transmitting,



















Figure 6.2: Software architecture of the experimental system.
receiving, caching, and flushing video streams. This module is programmed as a multi-
threaded entity to enable each VWH to receive media streams while transmitting streams
or receiving multiple streams simultaneously. The system was made to support a variety of
media formats of MMDs, including Motion Picture Experts Group (MPEG-2, or MPEG-4),
Audio-Video Interleaved (AVI), MPEG Audio Layer-3 (MP3) and WAV files. Moreover, the
functions of error detection, retransmission and error statistics are available for high-precise
stream transmission/receiving which depends on the clients’ requirements.
The scheduler acts as a central information and command center which generates command
for each VWH to render media services cooperatively. The reason that we implement the
schedule server on a WinXP OS is to show that the system is compatible for different oper-
ating system. The program on scheduler consists of three modules: resource management &
scheduling process, command management, and system monitoring. Different scheduling algo-
rithms are running in the module of resource management & scheduling process. Meanwhile,
this modulus is in charge of keeping tracks of the information of the network resources on
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cache space, link bandwidth and the MMD availability in the network. Command manage-
ment module is responsible for sending out command to VWHs and receiving the feedback
of execution from VWHs. Commands are sent out from the scheduler to VWHs based on
sockets. The feedback of command execution received from VWHs helps the scheduler to
monitor the state of VWHs in the network. The statistical data, such as how much percent
requests are successfully served and the average services cost per request, are maintained by
system monitoring module.
We have presented our experimental system: the architecture, the topology, the hardware and
software, and the methodologies used. However, in real-life situations, there are may other
factors that influence the system performance. For example, the scheduler’s computational
capacity, the complexity of the algorithms and the communication overhead will affect how fast
the system can respond to each request. Therefore, the analysis of computational complexity
in previous Chapters 3, 4 , 5 are critical in this case. In our experiments, we require that the
response delay should be no more than one second. That is the system needs to respond each
request within one second. In this experimental system, it does not show significant problems,
as the processing capacity of the scheduler is 2 million hertz and the bandwidth for command
transmission is 100Mbps. Another important factor that we need to take into consideration is
node failure. Sometimes, VWHs may not be able to receive or execute commands correctly due
to network problems or VWH halts. To overcome these problems, we use retransmission when
transmission failure at the first time and have a few backup PCs in case one VWH halts. In
our experiments, those cases are very rare, and they can be handled well by retransmission or
backup PCs mostly. However, if the system size is too large, for example more than hundreds
of VWHs, failure recovery will definitely become a very important issue. It is beyond the
scope of this thesis to study how to efficient overcome the node failure in large scale networks.














Figure 6.3: Logical topology of the experimental network.
6.2 Experimental Results and analysis
6.2.1 Experimental network and parameters
Our experimental system is based on the NSF [147] network, which consists of 14 nodes and
21 links representing a generic communication network connecting 14 main cities in US, as
shown in Figure 6.3. Each node is equivalent to a VWH, supporting 5000 local clients in
sub-networks. The cost for caching an MMD on each VWH is assumed to be $0.015 per-min
and the cost for transmitting an MMD via a link, varies from $1.5 to $27.0 depending on
the distance between different nodes in the network. Our system has 100 MMDs and all
the MMDs are of size 1.5 GB and of length 100 minutes. The popularity of each MMD is
set according to Zipf. distribution [148] with a skew constant 0.271. Table 6.2 shows the
parameters used in our experimental system.
6.2.2 Pattern of request arrival
We consider a request rate reported in [151], see Figure 6.4, where a client submits requests to
VWHs in a 24-hour period. Requests arrive at each VWH according to Poisson distribution,
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Table 6.2: Experimental Parameters.
Parameters Values
Number of MMDs 100
Size of an MMD 1.5 GB
Length of an MMD 100 minutes
Zipf. constant 0.271
Time constraint 5 to 100 minutes
Link Bandwidth 2 to 100 Mbps
Cache capacity 10% to 100%
and each request arrives at least T minutes before its viewing times.
6.2.3 Results and analysis
For performance comparison, we reflect the average effect of all the algorithms. Every point on
each graph represents the average values taken when the system runs for more than 30 days.
The performance evaluation is based on two metrics: Acceptance Ratio and Average Service
Cost. To examine the performance in a 24-hour time period, we sample 48 data points over
a 24-hour period and the values of acceptance ratio and average service cost are computed
for every 30 minutes. The acceptance ratio reflects how much percentage of requests can be
successfully served during the period of 30 minutes, and the average service cost represents
the average service cost per second for serving all the requests during the 30 minuets.
As we may note, in the previous chapters, we have described the simulation model, which
also adopts the NSF-topology network. If we apply all the parameters in simulation model to
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Figure 6.4: Request rate per user over 24 hours.
our experiments, the experimental results will be exactly the same as our simulation results
presented in the previous chapters. To avoid repeating, here we vary the experimental pa-
rameters and consider a more practical environment where the user request rate in a 24-hour
period is subject to change. We examine the performance of our algorithms and the experi-
mental results are shown to be consistent with our simulation studies. We will now present
our experimental results and analysis.
































Figure 6.5: Average service cost of all the algorithms over 24-hour period.
System parameters: T = 100 min, Cache=100%, Bd=100Mbps.
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Figure 6.5 compares the average service cost of the five algorithms U-SLCP, SPT, SBS1,
SBS2, and DBS, during the 24 hours a day when the time constraint T=100 min. We
have described the five stream scheduling algorithms U-SLCP, SPT, SBS1, SBS2, and DBS
in previous Chapters. It is shown that SBS1, SBS2, and DBS obtain much lower service
cost than SPT and the unicast algorithm U-SLCP. As the request burst arrives at 21:00pm,
algorithms SBS1, SBS2, and DBS are more cost-efficient with lower service costs compared to
the other two algorithms. We see that DBS algorithm has lower service cost than source-based
algorithms SBS1 and SBS2, because DBS algorithm attempts to deliver the requested MMDs
to destinations just-on-time or at a time slightly earlier than the viewing times, so that it
has a much lower caching cost than the others. Especially during the peak hours (around
21:00pm), we observe service cost C by DBS algorithm is 83% of that by SBS1 and SBS2,
and 40% and 16% of the service cost by SPT and U-SLCP algorithms, respectively.
Figures 6.6 and 6.7 demonstrate the average service cost of the four multicast algorithms
SPT, SBS1, SBS2, and DBS with respect to the time constraint T . From Figures 6.6 (a) to
(d), we can see the average service cost of all the four algorithm decreases as T increases from
5 minutes to 200 minutes. It is reasonable since a loose time constraint T enables the system
to manage the network resources much earlier before the actual viewing times. Hence, it is
possible for the system to serve requests using “cheaper” link bandwidth or cache resources
so as to the reduce the service cost. Figures 6.7 (a) to (d) compare the average service cost
of the four algorithms under different T . From Figure 6.7 (a), we can see when T is small (
T = 5 min), algorithm SBS1 and SBS2 have lower service cost than DBS. This is because
DBS achieves the cost efficiency by receiving the MMDs as late as possible; however, it may
cause more bandwidth consumption when the time constraint is too tight. Thereby, we see
DBS has a higher average service cost than SBS1 and SBS2. When the value of time constraint
T increases from 30 minutes to 200 minutes as shown in Figures 6.7 (b) to (d), we see the
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Figure 6.6: Effect of time constraints.
System parameters: Cache=100%, Bd=100Mbps.
average service cost of DBS is lower than that of the other algorithms and the advantage of
DBS on the average service cost is more obvious as T increases. We can see the difference
between the average service cost of SBS1 and that of SBS2 is not very big; however, the time
complexity of SBS2 is much less than that of SBS1 which has been explained in Chapter 3.
Figures 6.8 and 6.9 examine the joint performance of the algorithms U-SLCP, SPT, SBS1,
SBS2, and DBS with the combination of different video partitioning strategies UVP and
WAVP which have been described in Chapter 5. When the network resource is insufficient to
support all the requests, the system should try to manage the available network resources to
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Figure 6.7: Performance comparison of different algorithms.
System parameters: Cache=100%, Bd=100Mbps.
maximize the acceptance ratio. From Figures 6.8 (a) to (d), we can see the acceptance ratio
of algorithms U-SLCP, SPT, SBS1, SBS2, and DBS can be improved by adapting video parti-
tioning strategies UVP or WAVP. DBS has better acceptance ratio than the other algorithms
in this case because DBS is able to save more cache space especially as MMDs are partitioned
into multiple portions. Although the two source based algorithms SBS1 and SBS2 have dif-
ferent complexity, their acceptance ratio are very close as shown in Figure 6.8. Figures 6.9 (a)
to (d) compare the acceptance ratios of different algorithms with respect to different video
partitioning strategies UV P N = 4, UV P N = 16, WAV P N = 4, and WAV P N = 16,
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Figure 6.8: Acceptance ratio of different algorithms over 24-hour period.
System parameters: T = 5 min, Cache=20%, Bd=50Mbps.
where N denotes how many portions that an MMD is partitioned. From Figure 6.8, we
can see WAVP has better performance than the UVP when they are cooperative with the
algorithm U-SLCP, SPT, SBS1, SBS2, or DBS. Especially when DBS joints with WAVP, the
acceptance ratio can be much improved. This is because WAVP takes advantage to update
each portions due to their popularity, length, and positions in an MMD, which can improve
the unitization of both cache space and link bandwidth.
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Figure 6.9: Effect of partition times.
System parameters: T = 5 min, Cache=20%, Bd=50Mbps.
6.3 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we reported our experience in implementing and quantifying the performance
of all our strategies. We developed a large scale experimental prototype of network based
multimedia system which consists of a pool of media server, a schedule server and clients.
During the 24 hours a day, the request arrival rate may vary from time to time. We exam-
ined the performance of our proposed algorithm under the real-life situations with limited
network resources and varying request arrival pattern. The experiment results prove that our
algorithms are efficient and can be applied to a practicable environment.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis, we addressed the problem of video distributions on network-based multime-
dia system. We considered caching, multicasting and partitioning continuous media streams
to provide a QoS guaranteed reservation-based video services (VoR) in a distribution mul-
timedia system. The objective is to minimize the service cost and maximize the number of
requests that can be successfully served by the system. In our proposed strategies, media
servers cooperate not only in distributing media streams, but also in making decisions on the
stream caching and resources utilization. Therefore, the system can aggregate the capacity
and bandwidth of multiple servers to provide cost-efficient scalable performances. Moreover,
our strategies are applicable to various kinds of distributed multimedia systems which have
hieratical or arbitrary topology. We carried out mathematical analysis and experimental ver-
ification. The impact of these strategies has been clearly demonstrated via several real-life
simulation experiments, as presented in the respective chapters.
The contributions in the thesis are novel to this domain as VoR services are of recent vintage.
The results shown in this thesis promise a practical realization of such schemes owing to an
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inherent guarantee in the cost and quality of service. For instance, the acceptance ratio is a
crucial factor as the requests are pooled in advance. Thus, if the request collection phase is
much ahead, then the system must try to maximize the acceptance ratio, as this is somewhat
expected from a client’s point of view. One of the significants of our contributions is to
introduce the parameter T , time constraint, which represents the time interval between the
request arrival time and its requested viewing time. In a VoR system, requests are served
according to the requested viewing times. On one hand, the time intervals enable the system
to make a careful plan on the resource management to provide a cost-effective service. On
the other hand, it is possible for the system to serve requests under the QoS guarantee. We
analyzed the effect of time constraints on the network resources, and it was shown that the
resource utilization associated by both caching space and link bandwidth can be improved by
adjusting the time constraints.
Further, we tackled the trade-off between link bandwidth and cache space availability. Gen-
erally, if the network request rate is high, it is cost efficient to dynamically cache popular
MMDs on the VWHs and multicast them to distributed destinations. Caching media streams
helps to localize network traffic and improve the QoS by hiding the users from long access
latency and jitters. However, it introduces more caching cost. We presented a mathemat-
ical model that captures a VoR system and showed that service cost can be optimized by
managing the resources according to the network characteristic, the time constraints and the
request arrival patterns. This model helps us to understand the influence of several factors
(e.g., cache capacity, link bandwidth, request rate and offset Time) with respect to the cost
and acceptance ratio. Using this model, we analyzed the performance on two important and
directly relevant issues: how much percentage of requests can be successfully served and how
much service cost (the amount of network resources) is needed. This model indeed delivers a
lower bound for service cost and acceptance ratio metrics, which helps us in evaluating the
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algorithms performance and the result analysis.
Additionally, we considered providing cost-efficient video distribution by combining video
caching, multicasting and partitioning. Several practically realizable heuristic algorithms
(that have polynomial time complexities) were proposed. The source-based scheduling algo-
rithms (SBS) try to deliver continuous media streams from the source as soon as the outgoing
links of the sources are available, so that the caching resources required on the sources would
be relieved early and the usage of link resources of the sources would be maximized as well.
On the other hand, destination-based scheduling algorithm (DBS) tries to manage the re-
quested stream objects to arrive at the destination as late as possible before the required
deadlines, so that the caching requirement on the destinations will be reduced. These two
kinds of scheduling combine the concept of multicast routing and network caching to con-
struct application-layered multicast trees to provide cost-effective VoR services. When there
are multiple sources available in the network, the scheduling algorithms would determine the
most cost-effective paths to deliver streams from the best sources to the destinations. Fur-
thermore, we employed the idea of video partitioning by combining cache and transmission
schemes to provide a cost effective services. We proposed a window-assisted video partitioning
(WAVP) strategy, in which video portions are cached in favor of both the initial parts of pop-
ular movies and the sites with high transmission cost and low caching cost. How to partition
a video and whether to permanently or dynamically cache a video portion are related to the
bandwidth consumption. Our WAVP strategy considers the resources constraints associated
with the cache capacity and the available bandwidth. We analyzed how video partitioning
contributes to the resources balancing and how the number of the portions that videos are
partitioned into influences the average service cost.
Finally, we carried out experimental verification to examine the algorithms performance in a
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practical situation. It was shown that our algorithms are cost-efficient and practical realizable.
When the network environments are subject to change due to various request rate, link
bandwidth availability, stream availability, and the cache capabilities of a site, our algorithms
were conclusively shown to be adaptive to the flatulent features in real-life environments.
We now present the issues that have not been explored in this thesis, as they are of interest
and expected to be explored in the near future.
Firstly, since the scheme is basically geared towards offering a multimedia presentation, a
client expects to have a complete control of presentation. This means that use of VCR-
like control functions such as fast-forward, rewind, pause, etc is to be supported. Our VoR
system assumes that the bandwidth in a local area network from a media sever to its local
clients is sufficient to support the download of streams, so that clients can access the stream
objects (backward or forward) if cached on the media servers. This idea is applicable in
practical situations. For example, if a media server has the local I/O bandwidth of 1 Gbps
and each stream takes 2 Mbps bandwidth, then the media server can support 500 streams
simultaneously. However, when a burst of requests arrives, the number of clients may increase
beyond the server’s capacity. Thus, we consider redirecting clients to access the “neighbor”
servers nearby to avoid overloading of media servers. For example, each request can have one
local server and several “friendly” servers. We expect the overall performance of the system
to be improved further by carrying out such request redirection mechanism in our current
VoR systems. In addition, it can improve the system robustness and limit the effects on the
other requests as one server collapses.
Secondly, most of the stream distribution strategies that we proposed in this thesis are de-
signed for constant bit rate (CBR) streams. However, they can be applied for the streams of
variable bit rate (VBR). Especially in the video partitioning schemes, each portion of media
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streams can be of variable bit rates according to their required minimum transmission rates.
Therefore, the system needs to allocate the transmission bandwidth according to long-period
characteristics of the streams. A recent work in [116] has shown that this mechanism can
improve both the bandwidth and cache utilization. It will be interesting to further explore
on how to combine video partitioning and video distribution strategies in order to provide
cost-efficient VoR services.
Thirdly, for multi-layer encoded media streams, video partitioning and caching strategies
should consider not only the continuity of the streams in the time domains but also the
playback quality of the streams in the spatial domains. Hence, the QoS constraints will
include both the access latency and the playback quality. This mechanism is able to adapt
to heterogeneous accesses of users with various request rates and quality of services. The
resource management is concerned on which are the layered segments that should be cached,
where, when, and how long to cache, so as to provide cost-efficient services meeting the QoS
constraints. However, the computation complexity introduced by the multi-layer management
will be increased. Thus, how to design and implement such mechanisms with low complexity
is of nature interest.
Finally, in this study, for video partitioning scheme, the number of portions of an MMD is as-
sumed to be same for all the MMDs. However, it would be interesting to determine an optimal
number of portions by taking into account the popularity of the MMD, the currently available
resources, the request arrival pattern, and the overhead incurred by video partitioning. The
problem presented in the present study is close enough to a generic situation applicable for
arbitrary topologies and the dynamical environments due to the varying requests rate and
resource availability. Our proposed strategies would help multimedia service providers to offer
services in a cost-effective way in optimizing the performance in distributed environments.
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